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In this thesis, we solve for special cases of the HRT Conjecture and provide
an overview of Σ∆-Quantization.
The HRT conjecture has remained open ever since its introduction in 1996.
Despite 25 years of concerted effort, even special cases of the conjecture with
very stringent conditions are still unsolved. We solve special cases of the HRT
conjecture for functions that are not smooth on a nonempty, bounded set and
when the function has certain decay conditions.
We demonstrate how non-smooth functions that do not satisfy the HRT con-
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set of points. We introduce new definitions to quantify both the size and orien-
tation of a discontinuity and various techniques for the resulting calculations.
We also study how a function’s failure to satisfy the HRT conjecture affects
the function’s behavior at infinity. In order to do this, extensions of the real
number line are defined along with new topologies on these extensions. These
new topologies allow us to describe several new notions of convergence.
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We will discuss two topics in this thesis. The first topic is the HRT conjecture
while the second topic is Σ∆-quantization. Our fundamental contributions
concern the HRT conjecture so the introduction will focus overwhelmingly on
expositing the HRT conjecture, its difficulties and the techniques we used on
it. The Σ∆-quantization material has been dealt with in section 7.
1.2 Description of the HRT Conjecture
1.2.1 Statement
Let Λ “ tpαk, βkqunk“1 Ă R2 where each pαk, βkq is distinct. Whenever we write
a set of this form it is assumed that all elements are distinct. We define a finite
Gabor system to be
Gpf,Λq “ teiαktfpt´ βkqunk“1.
Given the ubiquitous usefulness of Gabor frames in harmonic analysis, it is nat-
ural to ask if such a set is linearly independent. We define the HRT conjecture.




is a linearly independent set.
This conjecture, introduced in 1996 by Heil, Ramanathan and Topiwala in
[1], is straightforward to solve in several simple situations that we are about to
elaborate, but has so far proven intractable for even slightly more general cases.
A variety of exceedingly technical methods have been applied from functional
analysis, number theory and harmonic analysis, but the problem remains un-
solved. It is unsolved even in special cases of the conjecture when the functions
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are very smooth and have fast decay or the sets, Λ, have four points.
In general, there are two methods for proving the HRT conjecture: The
function approach and the point approach. The function approach is to take
some function, f , and to demonstrate for all Λ whether or not teiαktfpt´βkqunk“1
is linearly independent. We formally state this in the following definition.
Definition 1.2. Let f be a complex valued function on R. We say that f




is a linearly independent set.
Note that we have placed no assumptions on f . We will in several places
discuss functions that are not necessarily members of L2pRq, but still satisfy
the HRT in the above sense.
Alternatively, the point approach to the HRT conjecture is to take some set
of points, Λ, and show that for all nonzero functions f P L2pRq, teiαktfpt ´
βkqu
n
k“1 is linearly independent. We state this in the following definition.
Definition 1.3. Let Λ “ tpαk, βkqunk“1 Ă R2. We say that Λ satisfies the HRT




is a linearly independent set.
Note that while in definition 1.2, there is no restriction on the sort of func-
tions we draw from, there is a restriction on which functions we use in definition
1.3. The reason is that every set of points, Λ “ tpαk, βkqunk“1, will fail to satisfy
the HRT conjecture for some function that is not a member of L2pRq. To take a
simple example, it will be demonstrated below that tp0, 0q, p0, 2πqu satisfies the
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HRT conjecture when we deal with L2pRq functions, but this fails for functions
in general. Let fptq “ sinptq. Then,
tfptq, fpt´ 2πqu “ tsinptq, sinpt´ 2πqu “ tsinptq, sinptqu
which is a linearly dependent set.
The following is a hybrid statement that will help us to describe special
cases of the conjecture when we have assumptions on both the function and the
set of points.
Definition 1.4. Let f be a complex valued function and Λ “ tpαk, βkqunk“1 Ă




is a linearly independent set.
Here is a sample of some sets of points and functions for which the HRT
conjecture has been solved.
Theorem 1.5. Let f P L2pRq be nonzero and Λ Ă R2. pf,Λq satisfies the HRT
conjecture in the sense of definition 1.4 if any of the following hold.
1. f is compactly supported [1].
2. fptq “ pptqe´πt2 where p is a polynomial. [1].
3. limxÑxÑ8 |gpxq|ecx logpxq “ 0 for all c ą 0 [2].
4. f is ultimately positive and Λ “ tpαk, βkqunk“1 is such that tβkunk“1 is
independent over the rational numbers [3].
5. Λ Ă ApZ2q ` z where A is a full rank 2ˆ 2 matrix and z P R2 [4].
6. Λ has four elements and two of the fours points lie on a line and the other
two lie on a parallel line [5],[6].
3
7. f is Schwartz and Λ has four elements and three points lie on a line [5].
8. Λ is collinear [1].
9. Λ has N points, N ´ 1 are collinear and equispaced [1].
10. f is real-valued and Λ “ tp0, 0q, p0, 1q, ps, 0q, pa, bqu where at least of a,b
and ab is rational [7].
Here are classes of functions for which the HRT conjecture remains unsolved.
Conjecture 1.6. Let f P L2pRq be a complex valued function. In the sense of
definition 1.2, it is unknown whether f satisfies the HRT conjecture given any
of the following conditions:
1. f is ultimately positive.
2. f is a Schwartz class function.
3. f has faster than exponential decay in the sense that
lim
tÑ8
e´atfptq for all a P r0,8q.
Here are classes of sets of points for which the HRT conjecture remains
unsolved.
Conjecture 1.7. Let Λ “ tpαk, βkqunk“1 Ă R2. In the sense of definition 1.3, it
is unknown whether Λ satisfies the HRT conjecture given any of the following
conditions:
1. Λ is a set of four points.
2. Λ is a subset of two parallel lines.
3. All but one point of Λ is a subset of a line.
4. All but two points of Λ are a subset of a line and equidistant.
5. tpβkqunk“1 is independent over the rationals.
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1.2.2 Basic Results
Let us begin examining some basic results on the HRT conjecture. This will
help to illuminate not only what has been learned, but the limitations of the
techniques so far used.
We define the Fourier transform of a function f to be the following.





Given this definition, we have the following identities.
Proposition 1.9. Let f P L2pRq, α, β P R. Then
{eiαtfptqpγq “ f̂pγ ´ αq
and
{fpt´ βqpγq “ eiβγ f̂pγq.
Suppose that Λ “ tpαk, 0qunk“1. If Λ does not satisfy the HRT conjecture,










iαktfpt´ βkq “ 0.










iαkt “ 0 only a countable number of times, we have that f “ 0
almost everywhere. By utilizing the Fourier transform, we can use this case to
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solve Λ “ tp0, βkqunk“1 since











Difficulties start to arise only when we examine cases with both translation and
modulation. Why is this? Part of the reason is that the Fourier transform does


















iαkβkeiβkγ f̂pγ ´ αkq.
This doesn’t improve our situation in this particular case, because all we have
done is shuffle the constants, but it does suggest one potential technique for solv-
ing the HRT: reduction of one pf,Λq to another related pf1,Λ1q. In the above,
we have already seen how the Fourier transform reduced pf, tpαk, βkqunk“1q to
pf̂ , tp´βk, αkqu
n
k“1 and in particular how it solved tp0, βkqunk“1 by reducing it
to tpβk, 0qunk“1. The more general technique takes advantage of metaplectic
transforms in order to reduce one case of the HRT conjecture to another.
The metaplectic transforms are the area-preserving affine transformations
of phase space and they preserve the linear independence of teiαktfpt´βkqunk“1.
If the pair pf, tpαk, βkqunk“1q satisfies the HRT conjecture, then the following
also satisfy the HRT conjecture:
1. Time translation and horizontal translations:pfpt´ βq, tpαk, βk ` βqunk“1q
2. Modulations and vertical translations: peiαtf, tpαk ` α, βkqunk“1q.







4. Modulation by a linear chirp and shears: peiαt2fptq, tpαk`2αβk, βkqunk“1q.
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5. The Fourier transform and rotation by π{2: pf̂ , tp´βk, αkqunk“1q.
These fundamental transformations can be utilized together to reach the fol-
lowing proposition.
Proposition 1.10. Let f P L2pRqzt0u be a complex valued function and Λ “
tpαk, βkqu
n
k“1 Ă R2. Let teiαktfpt ´ βkqunk“1 be a linearly independent set. For
every 2 ˆ 2 matrix, M , with determinant one, and pα, βq P R2 there exists a
nonzero g P L2pRq such that pf,Λq satisfies the HRT conjecture if and only if
pg,MΛ` pα, βqq satisfies the HRT conjecture.
This allows us to generalize the technique used to solve the pure translation
case to all Λ that are a subset of a line.
Proposition 1.11. Let Λ Ă R2 be a subset of a line. Then, Λ satisfies the
HRT conjecture.
Proof. Since Λ is a subset of a line, there exists a matrixM and pα, βq such that
MΛ` pα, βq is a subset of tpx, 0q| x P Ru. By proposition 1.10, we have that
there exists a nonzero g P L2pRq such that pf,Λq satisfies the HRT conjecture
if and only if pg,MΛ ` pα, βq “ tpα1k, 0quq satisfies the HRT conjecture. We




is a linearly independent set. Thus, pf,Λq satisfies the HRT conjecture for all
nonzero f P L2pRq.
A difficulty that is incurred while using metaplectic transforms is that they
in general and shears in particular do not preserve crucial features of f . Decay,
continuity, real range, symmetry and other important features can be lost.
Nonetheless, metaplectic transformations are of great use while proving the
HRT conjecture for a given class of points where no assumptions have been
made on the functions.
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Now we turn from the point formulation of the HRT to the function for-
mulation of the HRT and prove some simple cases that certain functions fail
to satisfy the HRT. It is straightforward to demonstrate that functions with
bounded support will satisfy the HRT.
Proposition 1.12. Let f be a nonzero function with bounded support. Then,





Proof. Let f be as above. Suppose that there exists Λ “ tαk, βkunk“1 such that





iαktfpt´ βkq “ 0. (2)
Without loss of generality, we assume that all ck are nonzero and that βk ď βk`1.











iαktfpt´ βkq “ 0
where tβ˚j u´j “ 1
m are the unique translations of Λ and pj are the correspond-
ing exponential polynomials. Since f has bounded support, the support has
a least upper bound, M P R. Consider the interval rM ´ pβ2 ´ β1q,M s. Let









k q “ 0,
because for all 1 ď j ď n, we have that
t` pβ˚j ´ β
˚













1 q “ 0, for all t P rM ´ pβ2 ´ β1q,M s.
p1ptq “ 0 for at most a finite number of points so f is 0 almost everywhere on
rM ´ pβ2 ´ β1q,M s. But this would demand that M was not the lowest upper
bound on the support of f . Thus f has no lowest upper bound on its support,
demanding that the support is an empty set.
We would like to generalize this to other forms of decay like faster than
exponential decay, but a major stumbling block for doing this is the case of
non-unique translations. We will find again later that nonunique translations
will cause difficulties in the techniques used in this dissertation but for radically
different reasons.
1.3 Results
1.3.1 Non-smoothness and the HRT
If pf,Λq fails to satisfy the HRT conjecture, then we have that there exists
tcku
n





iαktfpt´ βkq “ 0.
Since this equation relates the value of a function to later and earlier values
of the function, it occurred to the author to ask “What if the function is not
smooth at some point?” Since the set of smooth functions is closed under
addition, we have that if a function lacked smoothness at a specific value,
then that lack of smoothness is perpetuated to later and earlier values of the
function. This suggests that f is not smooth at perhaps an infinite number
of points. In contrast to the standard approach of asking “If our function is
sufficiently smooth, will the HRT be satisfied?” We have asked “If our function
does not satisfy the HRT conjecture and is not smooth, what further properties
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does this function have?” We ask this, because if we have a function that is
not smooth but fails to have the additional properties, then we are forced to
conclude that f satisfies the HRT conjecture.
Let us demonstrate with a simple example. Let f be a real-valued function
and Λ “ tp0, 0q, pα1, β1q, pα2, β2qu where 0 ă β1 ă β2 and 0 ‰ α1, α2 and f be
such that
fptq ´ eiα1tfpt´ β1q ´ e
iα2tfpt´ β2q “ 0.
Rewriting the above, we have that
fptq “ eiα1tfpt´ β1q ` e
iα2tfpt´ β2q. (3)
Suppose f has a discontinuity at 0. Then, the right hand side must have a
discontinuity at 0 also. This demands that at least one of terms of the sum is
discontinuous which in turn demands that f is discontinuous at at least one
point in the set tβ1, β2u. Additionally, we can also isolate either of the other
two terms to attain
eiα1tfpt´ β1q “ ´fptq ` e
iα2tfpt´ β2q
and
eiα2tfpt´ β2q “ ´fptq ` e
iα1tfpt´ β1q.
Since the the left hand side of each equation is discontinuous at β1 and β2,
respectively, an identical argument shows us that there exists at least one dis-
continuity on each of the sets t´β1, β2 ´ β1u and t´β2, β1 ´ β2u.
We see that (3) can also be be applied to the newly discovered discontinu-
ities. More specifically, for every discontinuity t0, we can find a new discontinu-
ity on the sets tt0` β1, t0` β2u and tt0´ β2, t0` β1´ β2u which are sets either
strictly greater or strictly smaller than t0. By an inductive argument we can
demonstrate that f must have an infinite and unbounded set of discontinuities.
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This suggest that if a function only has a finite number of discontinuities or a
bounded set of discontinuities, that would demand that it satisfies the HRT.
A major problem with this technique arises when one allows nonunique
translations. Let’s take an example where two of the shifts are the same: Λ “
tp0, 0q, p1, 0q, p0, 1qu. Let f be such that
fptq ´ eitfptq ´ fpt´ 1q “ 0.
We can rewrite this as
p1´ eitqfptq “ fpt´ 1q. (4)
If f is discontinuous at some point in tnπunPZ, then fpt´ 1q is not necessarily
discontinuous at that same point. For example, fptq “ Hptqgptq where g is a
continuous function and H “ 1r0,8q. Note that
p1´ eitqfptq|t“0 “ p1´ e
it
qHptqgptq|t“0 “
p1´ ei0qHp0qgp0q “ p1´ 1qp1qgp0q “ 0.
Clearly, f is discontinuous at 0, but we see that
lim
tÑ0
|p1´ eitqfptq ´ p1´ eitqfptq|t“0| “
lim
tÑ0





|Hptq||gptq||1´ eit| ď lim
tÑ0
|1||gp0q||1´ eit| “ 0.
Thus, in spite of the fact that fptq is discontinuous at 0, p1 ´ eitqfptq is not
discontinuous. This suggest a serious problem for the propagation of disconti-
nuities in a function that does not satisfy the HRT conjecture.
One technique to handle this difficulty is to not merely consider discontinuity
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but non-smoothness in general. Returning to our last example, notice that
lim
hÑ0



























This last limit does not exist, so even though f was made continuous at 0 by
multiplication by the exponential polynomial, p1´eit, it was not made differen-
tiable. This suggests that if a function is not smooth at a point, multiplication
by an exponential polynomial will not make it smooth. We show in section 2
that even though we cannot propagate discontinuities, we can propagate non-
smoothness.
This technique culminates in theorem 2.22 and is explicated in particular
important cases in corollaries 2.23, 2.24, 2.25 2.26. We summarize these results
in the theorem below.
Theorem 1.13. Let f be a continuous complex valued function and A be the
set of all points on f that are not infinitely differentiable. If A is nonempty and
has Beurling density of zero, then f satisfies the HRT conjecture.
Another way to handle the difficulty that nonunique translations introduces
is to avoid the problem altogether: assume the translation are unique. This
allows us to propagate the discontinuities, although it curtails which Λ we can
examine. On the other hand, if we also assume that f is real, then we will be
able propagate even further discontinuities.
To demonstrate this, let us return to our original example:
pf, tp0, 0q, pα1, β2q, pα2, β2quq
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where 0 ă β1 ă β2 and 0 ă α1 ‰ α2. Let f be real and such that
fptq “ eiα1tfpt´ β1q ` e
iα2tfpt´ β2q.
We see that if f has a jump discontinuity at t0 ‰ 0, then the graph has a jump
along the real axis. This demands that the right hand side also has a jump
in the real direction. But at t0, eiα1tfpt ´ β1q and eiα2tfpt ´ β2q do not have
discontinuities in the real direction for all but a countable number of points.
Thus, both eiα1tfpt´β1q and eiα2tfpt´β2q are discontinuous and in such a way
that their sum is discontinuous along the real axis.
In order to generalize this insight, we define the notions of discrepancy and
the axis of discrepancy. The latter notion is rather difficult to make calcula-
tions directly for so further notions like condensation, jumps and jump phase
are defined in order to simplify the calculations. This results in the following
theorem.
Theorem 1.14. Let Λ “ tpαk, βkqunk“1 be an HRT constellation where each αk
is unique and tβkunk“1 is rationally independent. Let f be a real valued function
that has a discontinuity on DΛ. If there is an interval, ra, bs, of length larger
than βn ´ β1 such that f is discontinuous only on a finite number of times on
that interval, then pf,Λq satisfies the HRT conjecture.
Note that DΛ is a subset of R whose complement is countable.
In an attempt to consider the discontinuities of unbounded functions, we
define the flat extended complex plane. This extension of the complex plane
is distinct from the Riemann Sphere in that instead of adding a single infinite
point, we define a ring of infinities, each one with their own modulation. The
construction is similar to that of the extended real line in that the extended
real line has both a positive and negative infinity and the flat extended complex





We also considered how the end behavior of f is affected by a failure to sat-
isfy the HRT conjecture. In previous treatments, the question was primarily
phrased as “If our function has sufficiently fast decay, will the HRT be satis-
fied?” We asked “Given our function fails to decay and does not satisfy the
HRT conjecture, what properties does this imply for our function?”
Just as in non-smoothness, we created a new set of analytic tools in order
to describe the end behavior of a function in a way that was conducive to
study of the HRT conjecture. The foundational concept in this approach is
the notion of periodic convergence. We define the notion in terms of a new
topology constructed on an extended version of the real number line in Rα. In
essence, we say that a sequence ttnu8n“1 Ă R Ă Rα converges to 8θ in Rα if for
all M P r0,8q and for all ε ą 0, there exists N ě 1 such that
tn ąM and |eiθ ´ eiαtn | ă εfor all n ě N.
Using this notion of periodic convergence, we apply our notion of conden-
sation to see what values of f recur on sequences that converge periodically.
This development culminates in theorem 6.50 reproduced as follows.
Theorem 1.15. Let tpαk, βkqunk“1 Ă R2 and tckunk“1 be not all zero. Let f be




iαktfpt´ βkq “ 0.
Then,
0 P conαθ pfqfor all θ P Ld.
Our application of this theorem to the HRT conjecture leads to the following
theorem.
Theorem 1.16. Let f be a real valued function, Λ “ tαk, βkunk“1 and tckunk“1
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be not all zero. If there exists ε ą 0, N P N such that for all t P rN,8q
fpt0q R B0pεq,
then, pf,Λq satisfies the HRT conjecture.
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2 Propagation of Non-Smoothness
We will be approaching the HRT from a pointwise perspective in this section
so we will assume that our function f is continuous.
Definition 2.1. Let f be a continuous complex valued function. We say that




is a linearly independent set.
We define C˚ “ Czt0u.
Proposition 2.2. Let f be a continuous complex valued function. f satisfies
the HRT conjecture if and only if for all tpαk, βkqunk“1, for all tckunk“1 Ă C˚,





iαktfpt´ βkq ‰ 0.
Proof. Let f be as above. Suppose that f satisfies the HRT conjecture. Let
tpαk, βkqu
n





iαktfpt´ βkq ‰ 0.
We have demonstrated the forward direction.













iαktfpt´ βkq “ 0 for all t P R. (5)
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iαktfpt´ βkq “ 0 for all t P R. (6)




l“1 Ă C˚ and (6) holds, we have demonstrated the
backward direction.
Definition 2.3. Let Ξ “ tpck, αk, βkqunk“1 Ă C ˆ R2, tckunk“1 Ă C˚ and Ξ is
nonempty. We call such a Ξ an HRT configuration.
Definition 2.4. Let f be a continuous complex valued function and Ξ be an
HRT configuration. We say that f satisfies the Ξ-configuration if there exists





iαktfpt´ βkq ‰ 0





iαktfpt´ βkq “ 0 for all t P R.
Proposition 2.5. Let f be a continuous complex valued function. f satisfies
the HRT conjecture if and only if for all HRT configurations, Ξ, f satisfies the
Ξ-configuration.
Proof. We will be using the equivalent condition in proposition 2.2 to charac-
terize satisfaction and dissatisfaction of the HRT conjecture.
Suppose that f satisfies the HRT conjecture. Let Ξ “ tpck, αk, βkqunk“1 be
an HRT configuration. By definition of an HRT configuration, we have that
tpαk, βkqu
n
k“1 and tckunk“1 Ă C˚. Since f satisfies the HRT conjecture, we have





iαktfpt´ βkq ‰ 0.
Thus, f satisfies the Ξ-configuration.
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Suppose that f does not satisfy the HRT conjecture. Then, there exists
tpαk, βkqu
n





iαktfpt´ βkq “ 0 for all t P R. (7)
Define Ξ “ tpck, αk, βkqunk“1. We have that each pαk, βkq is distinct and tckunk“1 Ă
C˚. Thus, Ξ is an HRT configuration and by (7), f does not satisfy the Ξ-
configuration.












such that β˚j1 ‰ β
˚
j2




Ξj “ Ξ and Ξj1 X Ξj2 “ H for all j1 ‰ j2.
We call tΞjunj“1 the translation subsets of Ξ and tβ˚k u
n0
k“1 the unique translations
of Ξ.




k“1 where each β˚j is distinct.
Define
Ξj “ tpck, αk, βkq P Ξ| βk “ β
˚
j .u
Let pck, αk, βkq P Ξ. Then, there exists j such that βk “ β˚j . This demands
that pck, αk, βkq P Ξj. Since this is true of all elements of Ξ, Ξ “
Ťn0
j“1Xij.
Let j1 ‰ j2. Then, β˚j1 ‰ β
˚
j2
which demands that for all 1 ď l ď nj1 ,
αlj1 R Ξj2 . Thus, Ξj1 X Ξj2 “ H.
Lemma 2.7. Let Ξ be an HRT configuration, tβ˚k u
n0
k“1 be the unique translations














iαljt. We call the set, tpjptqun0j“1, the translation polyno-
mials of Ξ.

























Ξj “ Ξ and Ξj1 X Ξj2 “ H for all j1 ‰ j2.
Lemma 2.8. Let f be a continuous complex valued function that is not m-times
continuously differentiable at t0. Let g P C8pRq and gpt0q “ 0. Then, p1` gqf
is not m-times continuously differentiable at t0.
Proof. Let f and g be as above. Without loss of generality, we may assume
that t0 “ 0. Suppose that 0 ď l ă m is the highest integer such that f is
l-times continuously differentiable. Then,








p1` gqpl´kqf pkq “








p1` gqpl´kqf pkq “









The third term in (8) is a sum of the products of continuously differentiable
functions, so it is continuously differentiable. Thus, the differentiability of
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f plqp0` hq ´ f plqp0q

` f plqp0qg1p0q. (9)
The first term of (9) does not exist so rp1 ` gqf spl`1qp0q does not exist. Thus,
p1` gqf is not n times continuous differentiable at 0.
Lemma 2.9. Let f be a continuous complex valued function that is not m-
times continuously differentiable at t0. Then, pt ´ t0qnf is not pm ` nq-times
continuously differentiable at t0.
Proof. Let f be as above. Without loss of generality, we assume that t0 “ 0.
We proceed by induction. For the base case of l “ 0, we have by assumption
that t0f is not pm` 0q-times continuously differentiable.
We proceed to the induction step. Our induction assumption is that tnf is
not pm` nq-times continuously differentiable at t0. We show that tn`1f is not
pm`n`1q-times continuously differentiable at t0. Suppose that 0 ď l ă m`n
is the highest integer such that tnf is l-times continuously differentiable. Define
20
gptq “ tnfptq. Thus,
















































gplqpt` hq ´ gplqptq
h
“
pn` 1qgplqptq ` t lim
hÑ0
gplqpt` hq ´ gplqptq
h
. (10)
The first term is continuous at t0 by our induction assumption so the conti-
nuity of ptn`1fqpl`1q at 0 is entirely contingent upon the continuity at 0 of the
second term. If the second term is not continuous at 0, then ptn`1fqpl`1q is not
continuous and we have proven that tn`1f is no more than l-times continuously
differentiable. Since l ă n`m ă n`m`1, we would have proven the induction
step. Suppose that the second term is continuous. Then,
ptn`2fqpl`1qp0q “
ˆ
pn` 1qgplqptq ` t lim
hÑ0













pn` 1qgplqph1q ` h1 lim
hÑ0






pn` 1qgplqp0q ` 0 lim
hÑ0




















pn` 1qgl`1p0q ` lim
h1Ñ0
gl`1ph1q “ pn` 2qg
l`1.
By the induction assumption, gl`1 is discontinuous at 0 so ptn`2fqpl`1qp0q is
discontinuous. we have proven that tn`1f is no more than pl` 1q-times contin-
uously differentiable. Since l ` 1 ă n `m ` 1, we have proven the induction
step.
Lemma 2.10. Let m,n P R and f be a continuous complex valued function that
is not m-times continuously differentiable at t0. Let p be an analytic function
such that there exists 0 ď k ă n such that ppkqpt0q ‰ 0. Then, pptqfptq is not
pn`mq-times continuously differentiable at t0.








Let k0 be the largest integer in t0, 1, ..., n ´ 1u such that pplqpt0q “ 0 for all
1 ď l ď k0. By our conditions on the derivatives of p, we have that cl “ 0 for




















































tl´1. Clearly, h is infinitely differentiable and hp0q “
0. and By lemma 2.8, we have that p1 ` hqf is not m-times continuously
differentiable at t0. By lemma 2.9, we have that tpk0qp1 ` hqf is not pn ` k0q-
times continuously differentiable at t0 which implies that it is not pn`mq-times
continuously differentiable. Thus, pptqfptq “ ck0tk0p1`hptqqfptq is not pn`mq-
times continuously differentiable at t0.







Then, for all t P R, there exists 0 ď l ď n´ 1 such that pplqptq ‰ 0.
Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that there existed a t0 such that
ppkqpt0q “ 0 for all 0 ď l ď n´ 1. Then, we have that






















eiα1t0 eiα2t0 ¨ ¨ ¨ eiαnt0
iα1e
iα1t0 iα2e
iα2t0 ¨ ¨ ¨ iαne
iαnt0
...







































Because of the n equations in (11), we can write the matrix equation, Av =
0. We also know that because teiαktunk“1 is a linearly independent set, the
Wronskian W peiα1t, ..., eiαntq ‰ 0 for all t P R. We see that
detpAq “ W peiα1t, ..., eiαntq|t0 ‰ 0.
This demonstrates that A is nonsingular and taking this fact together with
Av “ 0, we have that v “ 0, contradicting our assumption that tckunk“1 is not
all zero. Thus, we reject our assumption and conclude that for all t P R, there
exists 0 ď l ď n´ 1 such that pplqptq ‰ 0.
Lemma 2.12. Let f be a continuous complex valued function that is not in-
finitely continuously differentiable at t0. Let Ξ be a HRT configuration and f not
satisfy the Ξ-configuration. Let tβjun0j“1 be the unique translations of Ξ. Then,
for all 1 ď j ď n0, f is not infinitely differentiable on at least one element of
the set tt0 ` βj ´ βlun0j“1,j‰k if that set is nonempty.
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Proof. Let m be an integer for which f is not m-times differentiable at t0. Let
n “ #pΞq Fix 1 ď l ď n0. Let tpjptqun0j“1 be the translation polynomials of f .








Notice that pl has fewer than n0 terms in its sum so lemma 2.11 demands that
for all t P R, there exists 0 ď l ď n ´ 1 such that pplqptq ‰ 0. Therefore, we
can apply lemma 2.10 to see that the left hand side of (12) is not pn ` mq-
times differentiable at t0 ` βl. Therefore, the right hand side of (12) is not
infinity differentiable at t0. Thus, at least one of tpkptqfpt ´ βkqun0k“1 is not
infinitely differentiable. Let k0 be the index of said function. Since pk0ptq is
infinitely differentiable, we have that fpt ´ βk0q is not infinitely differentiable
at t0 ` βl ´ βk0 .
Lemma 2.13. Let f be a continuous complex valued function that is not in-
finitely continuously differentiable at t0. Let Ξ be a HRT configuration and
tβku
n
k“1 be the unique translation of Ξ. Let n ě 2. Let f not satisfy the
Ξ-configuration. Then, there exists t1 P pt0 ` pβ˚2 ´ β1q, t0 ` pβn ´ β1qs and
t´1 P rt0´pβn´β1q, t0´pβn´β
˚
n´1qq such that f is not infinitely differentiable
at t1 and t´1.
Proof. Let f , Ξ and tβkunk“1 be as above. We see that tt0 ` pβk ´ β1qunl“0 Ă
pt0, t0`pβn´β1qs and tt0`pβk´β1qun´1l“0 Ă rt0´pβn´β1q, t0q. By lemma 2.12,
there exists t1 P tt0` βk ´ β0unl“0 and t´1 P tt0` βk ´ β0u
n´1
l“0 such that f is not
infinitely differentiable.
Lemma 2.14. Let f be a continuous complex valued function that is not in-
finitely continuously differentiable. Let Ξ be an HRT configuration with unique
translations tβkunk“1. Let n ě 2. Let f not satisfy the Ξ-configuration. Then,
for every closed interval, ra, bs, such that b´ a ě βn ´ β1, there exists t P ra, bs
such that f is not infinitely differentiable.
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Proof. Since f is not infinitely differentiable, there exists t0 such that f is not
infinitely differentiable at that point. Define inductively the following sequence
ttnu
8
n“0. We have that tn is a point at which f is not infinitely continuously
differentiable. By lemma 2.13, we have that there exists a point in rtn ` pβ2 ´
β1q, tn ` pβn ´ β1qs such that f is not infinitely differentiable. We will call this
point tn`1. Let M ą t0. By the Archimedean property, there exists n P N such
that t0 ` nβ2 ąM . Thus,
tn ě tn´1 ` β2 ě t0 ` nβ ąM.
So the set of all points that are not infinitely differentiable has no upper bound
and for all M P R, ttnu8n“0 X p8,M s is a finite set.
Define inductively the following sequence tt´nu8n“0. We have that t´n is a
point at which f is not infinitely continuously differentiable. By lemma 2.13,
we have that there exists a point in rt´n´pβn´β1q, t´n`pβn´βn´1qq such that
f is not infinitely differentiable. We will call this point t´n´1. Let M ă t0. By
the Archimedean property, there exists n P N such that t0 ´ nβ2 ăM . Thus
t´n ď t´n`1 ´ βn´1 ď t0 ´ nβn´1 ăM.
So, the set of all points that are not infinitely differentiable has no lower bound
and tt´nu8n“0 X rM,8sq is a finite set. Thus, the set ttnu8n“´8 has no upper or




















n“0 X ra, bsq Y pttnu
´1






























which is to say that there are at most only finite number of ttnu8n“´8 in any
interval ra, bs.
Suppose that there existed an interval ra, bs such that b´a ě βn´β1. Since
ttnu
8
n“´8 has no lower bound, there must exist an M ą 0 such that
ttnu
8
n“´8 X ra´M,aq “ H.
We know that there are only finitely many elements in that intersection. Let tn0
be the largest such element. We know that tn0`1 is such that 0 ă tn0`1 ´ tn0 ď
βn ´ β1. This gives us tn0`1 ą tn0 and tn0`1 P ptn0 ,8q. It also gives us
tn0`1 “ tn0 ` ptn0`1 ´ tn0q ď t0 ` pβn ´ β1q ď
a` pβn ´ β1q ď a` pb´ aq “ b.
This shows us that tn0`1 P p8, bs. So, we have that tn0`1 P ptn0 , bs. We see that
tn0`1 P ptn0 , aq, because that would make it an element of ttnu8n“´8Xra´M,aq
that is greater than the greatest element of that set, t0. Thus, tn0`1 P ra, bs.
Definition 2.15. Let A Ă R. We say that A is a tattered set if for all M ,
there exists a, b P R such that b´ a ěM and ra, bs Ă AC.
Proposition 2.16. Let A Ă R. If there exists M ą 0 such that for all closed
intervals ra, bs with length less than M and such that AX ra, bs “ H, then A is
not tattered.
Proof. The condition on A is the direct logical negation of the definition of a
tattered set.
Proposition 2.17. Let A Ă R. If A is bounded, then A is tattered.
Proof. Let B be the upper bound of A. Then, for allM ą 0, rB`1, B`1`ms Ă
AC .
Corollary 2.18. Let A Ă R. If A is finite, then A is tattered.
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Proof. Since A is finite, A is also bounded. By proposition 2.17, A is a tattered
set.
Proposition 2.19. The subset of a tattered set is tattered.
Proof. Let B Ă A Ă R where A is a tattered set. For all M ą 0, we have that
there exists an interval ra, bs such that b´ a ěM
ra, bs Ă AC Ă BC .
Thus, BC is a tattered set.
We note that the empty set is a tattered set.
Definition 2.20. Let A Ă R. We define the lower Buerling density of A to be
D´pAq “ lim inf
hÑ8
minxPR #pAX rx, x` hsq
h
.
Proposition 2.21. Let A Ă R. A is tattered if and only if D´pAq “ 0.
Proof. Let A be tattered. Fix h ą 0. Then, there exists a closed interval ra, bs
of length greater than b´ a ą h such that ra, bs Ă AC or ra, bs XA “ H. Thus,
minxPR #pAX rx, x` hsq
h
ď






Since this is true of all h ą 0, we have that
D´pAq “ lim inf
hÑ8





We have proven the forward direction.
Let A not be tattered. Then, there exists M0 ą 0 such that for all closed
intervals, [a,b], such that b ´ a ě M , A X ra, bs ‰ H. Let h ą 0. Then, for all
x P R, we have that we can cover rx, x` hs by t h
M
u disjoint intervals of length




u in every interval of the form rx, x ` hs. Thus, Since each o Thus for
all x P R,
D´pAq “ lim inf
hÑ8


















We have proven the backward direction.
Theorem 2.22. Let f be a continuous complex valued function and A is the
set of all points on which f is not infinitely differentiable. If A is a nonempty
tattered set, then f satisfies the HRT conjecture.
Proof. Let f and A be as above. Assume that f does not satisfy the HRT
conjecture. Then by proposition 2.5, there exists an HRT configuration, Ξ,
such that f does not satisfy the Ξ-configuration. It is well known that if Ξ has
only one unique translation, then the Ξ-configuration is satisfied for all nonzero
f . Thus, Ξ must have at least two unique translations.
Let tβkunk“0 be the unique translations of Ξ. Since A is nonempty, lemma
2.14 demands that for all intervals of length βn ´ β1, there exists t P A. By
proposition 2.16, A is not a tattered set, contradicting our assumption that A
is a tattered set. We reject our assumption and conclude that f satisfies the
HRT conjecture.
Corollary 2.23. Let f be a continuous complex valued function that is not
infinitely differentiable only on a bounded nonempty set. Then, f satisfies the
HRT conjecture.
Proof. By proposition 2.17, we have that the set on which f is not infinitely
differentiable is a tattered set. By theorem 2.22, f satisfies the HRT conjecture.
Corollary 2.24. Let f be a continuous complex valued function. that is not
infinitely differentiable only on a finite set. Then, f satisfies the HRT conjec-
ture.
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Proof. By proposition 2.18, we have that the set on which f is not infinitely
differentiable is a tattered set. By theorem 2.22, f satisfies the HRT conjecture.
Corollary 2.25. Let f be a continuous complex valued function and A be the
set of all points for which f is not infinitely differentiable. If A is nonempty
and D´pAq “ 0, then f satisfies the HRT conjecture.
Proof. Suppose that D´pAq “ 0. By proposition 2.21, we have that A is a
tattered set. By theorem 2.22, f satisfies the HRT conjecture.
Corollary 2.26. Let tfnu8n“´8 Ă C8pRq and ttnu8n“´8 Ă R be a tattered set
with tn ă tn`1. Define the function fptq “ fnptq if t P rtn, tn`1q. If there exists
n P Z such that f is not infinitely differentiable at tn, then f satisfies the HRT
conjecture.
Proof. Let f and ttnu8n“8 be as above. Since each fn P C8, we have that the
only possible points on which f is not infinitely differentiable is ttnu8n“´8. By
proposition 2.19, we have that the set of all points on which f is not infinitely











Note that disct0pfq may take on any value in r0,8s. This notion of discrep-
ancy is entirely distinct from the one found in [8].









a x ă 0
b x ě 0.
We will show that disc0pfpxqq “ |b´ a|.





|fpxq ´ fpyq| ď sup
x,yPrt0´1,t0`1s
|b´ a| “ |b´ a|.





|fpxq ´ fpyq| ě
lim
δÑ0
|fpt0 ` δq ´ fpt0 ´ δq| “ lim
δÑ0
|b´ a| “ |b´ a|.



































Proposition 3.4. Let f be a complex valued function. f has a discontinuity
at t0 if and only if disct0pfq ą 0.
Proof. First, we will show the forward direction. Let f have a discontinuity at
t0. Then there exists a sequence ttnu8n“1 convergent to t0 such that fptnq fails to
converge to fpt0q. This failure of convergence demands that there exists a fixed
ε ą 0 such that for all N ě 1, there exists nN ě N such that |fpt0q´fptnq| ą ε.
Fix δ. The convergence of ttnu8n“1 demands that there exists N sufficiently
large that |t0 ´ tn| ă δ for all n ě N . Thus,
sup
x,yPrt0´δ,t0`δs
|fpxq ´ fpyq| ě |fptnN q ´ fpt0q| ě ε.





|fpxq ´ fpyq| ě ε ą 0.
Now, we prove the other direction. Assume disct0pfq ą 0. Let disct0pfq “









|fpxq ´ fpyq| “ ε0. (13)
From (13), we see that for all n there exists xn, yn P rt0 ´ 1{n, t0 ` 1{ns such









xpn`1q{2, if n is odd
yn{2, if n is even.
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We see that |tn´t0| ă 2{pn´1q for all n ą 1 and thereby ttnu8n“1 is a convergent
sequence. For all k ě 1,
|fpt2k´1q ´ fpt2kq| “ |fpxkq ´ fpykq| ą ε{2.
Thus, the sequence tfptkqu fails to be Cauchy and thereby convergent despite
the convergence of ttnu, demonstrating that f is not a continuous function.
Corollary 3.5. Let f be a complex valued function. f is continuous at t0 if
and only if disct0pfq “ 0.
Proof. If f is continuous at t0 then proposition 3.4 demands that disct0pfq is
zero. If disct0pfq is zero then proposition 3.4 demands that f is continuous at
t0.
Proposition 3.6. Let f be a complex-valued function and c P R. Then
disct0pcfptqq “ |c| disct0pfptqq.















|fpxq ´ fpyq| “ |c|disct0pfq.
Proposition 3.7. Let f and g be complex valued functions and disct0pfq ě
disct0ppgq. Then
disct0pfq ´ disct0pgq ď disct0pf ` gq ď disct0pfq ` disct0pgq.
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Proof. We show the first inequality. By definition 3.1,


















|gpxq ´ gpyq| “
disct0pfq ´ disct0pgq.
The second inequality is shown by a similar procedure. We have that


















|gpxq ´ gpyq| “
disct0pfq ` disct0pgq.
Corollary 3.8. Let f and g be complex valued functions with g continuous at
t0. Then disct0pf ` gq “ disct0pfq.
Proof. By proposition 3.7, we have
disct0pf ` gq ď disct0pfq ` disct0pgq “ disct0pfq ` 0 “ disct0pfq
and
disct0pf ` gq “ disct0pf ` gq ` 0 “ disct0pf ` gq ` disct0p´gq ě
disct0pf ` g ´ gq “ disct0pfq.
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Putting the above inequalities together, we have that
disct0pf ` gq “ disct0pfq.
Proposition 3.9. disct0pfq is a pseudonorm on the set of all complex valued
functions.
Proof. Proposition 3.7 gives us the triangle inequality and proposition 3.6
gives us absolute scalability. Thus we have satisfied the two properties of a
pseudonorm.
Proposition 3.10. Let V be the set of all complex valued functions on R.
Define the binary operation dt0 : V ˆ V Ñ R by
dt0pf, gq “ disct0pf ´ gq.
dt0 is a pseudometric.
Proof. Since the constant function 0 is continuous, proposition 3.5 demands
dt0pf, fq “ disct0pf ´ fq “ disct0p0q “ 0.
dt0 is symmetric as evinced by









|rfpyq ´ gpyqs ´ rfpxq ´ gpxqs| “ disct0pg ´ fq “ dt0pg, fq.
Proposition 3.7 gives us
dt0pf, gq “ disct0pf ´ gq “ disct0ppf ´ hq ´ pg ´ hqq ď
disct0pf ´ hq ` disct0pg ´ hq “ dt0pf, hq ` dt0pg, hq.
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We have shown that dt0 has all three properties of a pseudometric.
3.2 Axis of Discrepancy
Definition 3.11. The axis of discrepancy of fptq at t0, called axist0pfq, is the
subset of teiθ|θ P r0, 2πqu where each element, eiθ0, is such that there exists a
real number ε ą 0 and two sequences txnu8n“1,tynu8n“1 convergent to t0 such that







In the pair of sequences, txnu8n“1 and tynu8n“1, in the definition above we
demand that there exists ε ą 0 such that,
|fpxnq ´ fpynq| ě ε, for all n.










tei{t, t ‰ 0
0, t “ 0.
Even though fptq is continuous at t “ 0, we have for all θ P r0, 2πq, there exists






Proof. Let tn converge to 0. Fix ε ą 0. Then there exists N sufficiently large
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that |tn| “ |tn ´ 0| ă ε for all n ě N . Thus
|0´ fptnq| “ |tne
i{tn | “ |tn||e
i{tn | “ |tn| ă ε for all n ě N .








and tyn “ 0u8n“1.
















pθ ` n2πq´1eipθ`n2πq ´ 0








for all θ P r0, 2πq.
The direct procedure for finding the axis of discrepancy of some function, f ,
at some point, t0, generally consists of two steps. First, for each point eiθ0 in the
axis of discrepancy, find two sequences txnu8n“1, tynu8n“1 with three properties:
they converge to t0, |xn ´ yn| ě ε ą 0 for all n and
fpxnq ´ fpynq
|fpxnq ´ fpynq|
Ñ eiθ0 as nÑ 8.
Second, show that no other elements of teiθ|θ P r0, 2πqu belong to axist0pfq.
As can be plainly seen, this is a rather cumbersome procedure, but we feel it
necessary to exhibit it before supplanting it by other techniques later.









a x ă 0
b x ě 0.
We have that axist0pfq “ t´1, 1u.
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Proof. Define the sequences txn “ 1{nu8n“1 and tyn “ ´1{nu8n“1. We see that
these sequences converge to zero,
lim
nÑ8
|fpxnq ´ fpynq| “ lim
nÑ8













Thus 1 P axist0pfq.




|fpxnq ´ fpynq| “ lim
nÑ8














Thus ´1 P axist0pfq. So t´1, 1u Ď axist0pfq.
Since the range of fptq is ta, bu, we have that





equals either 1 or -1 for the values on which it is defined. Thus any limit on
a sequence of numbers of the form (14) will have to be either -1 or 1. So
axist0pfq Ď t´1, 1u. We conclude that axist0pfq “ t´1, 1u.









0 x ă 0
eiθ0 x ě 0.
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Then, axist0pfq “ teiθ0 , eipθ0`πqu.
Proof. Define the sequences txn “ 1{nu8n“1 and tyn “ ´1{nu8n“1. We have that
these sequences converge to zero,
lim
nÑ8
|fpxnq ´ fpynq| “ lim
nÑ8














Thus, eiθ0 P axist0pfq.




|fpxnq ´ fpynq| “ lim
nÑ8














Thus eipθ0`πq P axist0pfq. So teiθ0 , eipθ0`πqu Ď axist0pfq.
Since the range of fptq is t0, eiθ0u, we have that





equals either eiθ0 or ´eiθ0 for the values on which (15) is defined. Thus any limit
on a sequence of numbers of the form (15) will have to be either eiθ0 or ´eiθ0 .
So axist0pfq Ď teiθ0 ,´eiθ0 “ eipθ0qu. We conclude that axist0pfq “ teiθ0 , eipθ0qu.
Example 3.15. Let fptq “ ei{t for t ‰ 0 and fptq “ 1 at t “ 0. Then axis0pfq
equals the unit circle.
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θ0 ´ π ´ 2πn
.






θ0 ´ π ´ 2πn
q| “ |eipθ0`2πnq´eipθ0´π´2πnq| “


















So, eiθ0 P axis0pfq, and thereby, all the unit circle belongs to this axis of dis-
crepancy.
Proposition 3.16. Let f be a complex valued function. If eiθ0 P axist0pfq then
eipθ0`πq P axist0pfq.
Proof. Let eiθ0 P axist0pfq. Then, there exists a real number ε0 ą 0 and two
sequences txnu8n“1,tynu8n“1 convergent to t0 such that







Define xπn “ yn and yπn “ xn. We see that xπn and yπn are convergent to t0,
|fpxπnq ´ fpy
π




















“ ´eiθ0 “ eipθ0`πq.
Thus eipθ0`πq P axist0pfq.
By an abuse of notation, if the axis of discrepancy is a set with two elements
tx0,´x0u, then we will refer to the axis as x0.
So that we can more effectively describe the variety of limits possible on the
complex plane, we will define an extended form of the complex plane, but not
as a Riemann sphere where there is only one infinite point.
3.3 Flat Extended Complex Plane
Definition 3.17. We formally define the infinity ring to be the set of elements
T8 “ teiθ8| θ P r0, 2πqu.
Definition 3.18. We define the flat extended complex plane, Cf , by
Cf “ CY T8.
Elements in T8 are called infinite and elements in C are called finite.
If a, b P C, the algebra is the same as in C. We partially define the operations
on the infinite elements of Cf in the following way:
1. If a is finite, then











Addition between infinite elements and multiplication between finite and infinite
elements are left undefined.










We denote the closed unite ball in the complex plane as B1p0qq.
The following subsets of Cf will be useful in defining a topology on Cf .
Definition 3.19. Let r ą 0 and α, β P R. Define the wedge of radius r from α





ˇ s P pr,8s, θ P pα, βq
(
.
Note that Wα,βr X C is an open subset of C. This demands that if O is an
open subset then
O XWα,βr “ pO X Cq XWα,βr “ O X pWα,βr X Cq.
Thus, O XWα,βr is open in C.
Also, note that we did not assume that α ă β. If α ě β, Wα,βr “ H.
Proposition 3.20. Let r1, r2 ą 0 and α1, α2, β1, β2 P r0, 2πq be such that α1 ď



























ˇ s P pr,8s, θ P pα, βq
(
“ Wα,βr .
Proposition 3.21. Define the following collection of sets
B “ tO| O is open in Cu Y tWα,βr | α, β P R, r ě 0u.
B is a basis on Cf .
Proof. If x P Cfzt0u then x P W 0,3π0 P B. If x “ 0, then x P B1p0q P B. Thus,
all elements of C are contained in some element of B.
If B1 and B2 are both open sets in C then B1 XB2 is an open set in C and
B1XB2 P B. If B1 is an open set and B2 is a wedge set, then B1XB2 is an open
set in C and B1 XB2 P B. If both B1 and B2 are wedge sets, their intersection
is also a wedge set and B1 XB2 P B. Thus, for all B1, B2 P B, B1 XB2 P B.
Let B1, B2 P B have nonempty intersection. We see that if x P B1 X B2,
then x P B1 XB2 P B. We have shown that B is a basis.
We define the topology of Cf to be the topology induced by the basis B.
Proposition 3.22. The topology of C and the subspace topology Cf X C are
equivalent.
Proof. Let O be an open set in C. Then, O P B and O “ O XC is open in the
subspace topology of Cf X C.
Let O1 be an open set in the subspace topology Cf X C. Then there exists
an open set O2 Ď Cf such that O2 X C “ O1. O2 equals the union of some
collection of basis elements, tOjujPJ1 Y tWjujPJ2 where Oj is an open subset of
C, Wj is a wedge set and J1 and J2 are index sets. Thus,






































Wj XC is open in C, so O1 is the union of a collection of open sets, making O1
open in C.





if for all M ą 0 there exists N such that
|xn| ěM, for all n ě N .
This definition will primarily be applied to the absolute value of complex
sequences.
We will use the following criterion to determine if a sequence in Cf converges
to an infinite element.
Proposition 3.24. Let txnu8n“1 Ď Cf be a sequence. We can write xn “ rneiθn
where rn “ |xn| and θn P T2π. txnu8n“1 converges to eiθ8 if and only if
lim
nÑ8
rn “ 8 and lim
nÑ8
θn “ θ.
Proof. Let txn “ rneiθnu8n“1 Ď Cf be such that
lim
nÑ8
rn “ 8 and lim
nÑ8
θn “ θ.
Let B P B be such that eiθ8 P B. B is either an open subset of C or a wedge
set. Since B has an infinite element, B “ Wα,βr . There exists a sufficiently
large N1 such that for all n ě N1, rn ą r. Define ε “ maxp|θ ´ α|, |θ ´ β|q.














r for all n ě N.
Since this is true of all basis elements, we have that txnu8n“1 converges to eiθ8.
Now to prove the other direction. Let txn “ rneiθnu8n“1 Ď Cf converge to
eiθ8. Fix ε ą 0 and M P N. We have for all basis elements, B, containing
eiθ8, there exists an N ě 1, for all n ě N , such that xn P B. W θ´ε,θ`εr is a
basis element that contains eiθ8. Let N0 be such that for all n ě N ,
xn “ rne
iθn P W θ´ε,θ`εr “ Brp0q
C
XW θ´ε,θ`ε0 .
So, for all n ě N ,
rn P Brp0q
C
and θn P pθ ´ ε, θ ` εq.
Since this is true of all m P N and all ε ą 0, we have that
lim
nÑ8
rn “ 8 and lim
nÑ8
θn “ θ.
The following proposition will be important for the calculation of limits to
infinite numbers.
Proposition 3.25. Let a ‰ b P Cf where at least one of the two is finite. Let
tanu
8









Proof. Let a, b P C. Since an and bn both converge in the conventional sense,
lim
nÑ8
an ´ bn “ a´ b.
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Since a and b are distinct, the above limit is nonzero and so is
lim
nÑ8
|an ´ bn| “ |a´ b|.
Thus the limit can pass through the quotient in the following since limits exist
















Now we turn to the case where at least one of a, b is infinite. Without loss





















, for all n ě N1.
Let M ą 0 be large enough that 2|a|
M´2|a|
ă ε{3. Let N2 be sufficiently large such
that for all n ě N2, |bn| ą M . Let N3 be sufficiently large such that for all


















































































































































































































Proposition 3.26. Let a be finite and fix eiθ8. If there exists sequences tanu8n“1
and tbnu8n“1 such that
lim
nÑ8








pan ` bnq “ e
iθ
8.
Proof. Fix M ą 0. Since |bn| converges to infinity, we have that there exists
N1 such that
|bn| ąM ` 2|a|, for all n ě N1.
There exists N2 sufficiently large that |an| ă 2|a| for all n ě N2. Thus
|an ` bn| “ |bn| ´ |an| ąM ` 2|a| ´ 2|a| “M, for all n ě maxpN1, N2q.







Therefore, we have that
lim
nÑ8
pan ` bnq “ e
iθ
8.
Proposition 3.27. Every complex sequence has a limit on the flat extended
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complex plane.
Proof. Let txnu8n“1 be a complex sequence. If it is bounded, then the sequence
is contained by some closed ball of radius M , and by Bolzano-Weierstrass has
a convergent subsequence.
If the sequence is unbounded, then there exists a subsequence txnku8k“1 such
that |xnk | ą k and thereby
lim
nÑ8








This is a sequence in the unit circle. The unit circle is a closed and bounded set,
so there is a convergent subsequence which we will call tyj “ xnkj u
8
j“1. Since
yj is a subsequence of xnk , there exists θ0 such that
lim
jÑ8





Thus, we have that every complex sequence converges to some element of the
flat extended complex plane.
3.4 Condensation
Definition 3.28. We define the condensation points of f at t0, called cont0pfq,




tn “ t0 and lim
nÑ8
fptnq “ x.
Example 3.29. Since the set of complex points of the form q1 ` iq2 where
q1, q2 P Q is countable, we can enumerate it by txnu8n“1. Define the sequence
tyn “ xlu
8





























Proof. Let x P C. Then, since the set of all complex number with rational real
and imaginary parts is dense in C, there exists a sequence tpk ` iqku8k“1 that
converges to x. For all k, pk ` iqk recurs infinitely in tynu8n“1 there exists a












pk ` iqk “ x.
This demands that x P con0pfq and thereby C Ă con0pfq.





fprt0 ´ 1{n, t0 ` 1{nsq.
Proof. Let x P cont0pfq. Then, there exists ttnu8n“1 such that
lim
nÑ8
tn “ t0 and lim
nÑ8
fptnq “ x.
We will take a subsequence ttnku8k“1 such that |t0 ´ tnk | ă
1
k
. Then, fptnkq P
fprt0 ´ 1{m, t0 ` 1{msq for all k ě m. x is the limit of ttnku8k“m so
x P tfptnkqu
8
k“m Ď fprt0 ´ 1{m, t0 ` 1{msq.
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fprt0 ´ 1{m, t0 ` 1{msq





fprt0 ´ 1{n, t0 ` 1{nsq.
Now to prove the other direction. Let x P fprt0 ´ 1{n, t0 ` 1{nsq for all
n ě 1. Then for all n, there exists tn P fprt0 ´ 1{n, t0 ` 1{nsq such that




Thus, we both have that
lim
nÑ8
tn “ t0 and lim
nÑ8
fptnq “ x.




fprt0 ´ 1{n, t0 ` 1{nsq Ď cont0pfq.
We have the statement.
Proposition 3.31. Let f be a complex valued function. Then,
fpt0q P cont0pfq.










Thus, fpt0q P cont0pfq.
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Proposition 3.32. Let f be a complex valued function. f is continuous at t0
if and only if
cont0pfq “ tfpt0qu.
Proof. Assume that f is continuous at t0. By proposition 3.31, fpt0q P cont0pfq.
Let x0 P cont0pfq. We have that there exists a sequence ttnu8n“1 such that
lim
nÑ8
tn “ t0 and lim
nÑ8
fptnq “ x0.




Since this is true of all elements of cont0pfq, tfpt0qu “ cont0pfq.
Now to prove the opposite direction. Suppose that
cont0pfq “ tfpt0qu.
Let ttnu8n“1 be a sequence convergent to t0. Then by proposition 3.27, there
exists a subsequence ttnku8k“1 the converges to some element of Cf , x. Clearly,
x P cont0pfq “ tfpt0qu making x “ fpt0q. So, every convergent subsequence of
ttnu
8




Proposition 3.33. Let f be a complex valued function. f is continuous at t0
if and only if cont0pfq has only one element.
Proof. Let f be continuous at t0. By proposition 3.32, cont0pfq “ tfpt0qu and
we have proven the forward direction.
Let f be discontinuous at t0. By proposition 3.31, fp0q P cont0pfqq. Since
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f is discontinuous, there exists ttnu8n“1 the converges to t0, but tfptnqu8n“1 does
not converge to fpt0q. Thus, there exists ε ą 0 for all k ě 1, there exists nk ě k
such that
|fptnkq ´ fpt0q| ě ε.
By proposition 3.27, ttnku8k“1 has a limit, x, but the above demonstrates that
x ‰ fpt0q. Thus, x P cont0pfqztfp0qu. Thus, we have at least two elements in
cont0pfq when f is discontinuous.
Corollary 3.34. Let f be a complex valued function. Then cont0pfq is closed.





fprt0 ´ 1{n, t0 ` 1{nsq.
The closure of a set is closed so fprt0 ´ 1{n, t0 ` 1{nsq is closed. The infinite
intersection of closed sets is closed so cont0pfq is closed.
Proposition 3.35. Let f be a complex valued function, t0 P R and C P C.
Then,
cont0pCfq “ Ccont0pfq.
Proof. Let x P cont0pCfq. Then there exists ttnu8n“1 such that
lim
nÑ8




















Since ttnu8n“1 converges to t0,
x
C
P cont0pfq and x P Ccont0pfq. Thus, cont0pCfq Ă
Ccont0pfq.
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Let x P Ccont0pfq. Then,
x
C
P cont0pfq and there exists ttnu8n“1 such that
lim
nÑ8















We conclude that x P cont0pCfq and Ccont0pfq Ă cont0pCfq.
3.5 Jumps





ˇ x, y P cont0pfq X Cu Y pcont0pfq{Cq.





ˇ x, y P cont0pfq px, yq P Cf ˆ CfzT8 ˆ T8
(
. (17)
In other words, jump˚t0pfq is the set of all differences between x, y P cont0pfq
where at least one of x and y is finite. This definition is problematic in the case
that all condensation points are infinite. We believe that definition 3.36 gives
a more alternative result in the following definition.
Example 3.37. Let fptq “ 1{t. Then,




Proof. We will first calculate con0pfq. Since f is real, con0pfq Ă R. Let ttnu8n“1
be a sequence convergent to 0. Fix M ą 0. Then there exists N sufficiently
large that for all n ě N ,












| “M, for all n ě N.
Since this is true of all M ą 0, we have that con0pfq Ă RC . This demands that


























´8 P con0pfq. Thus,
con0pfq “ t8,´8u.





ˇ x, y P cont0pfq px, yq P Cf ˆ CfzT8 ˆ T8
(
“ H.





ˇ x ‰ y P cont0pfq X Cu Y pcont0pfq{Cq “
HY t8,´8u “ t8,´8u.
Proposition 3.38. Let f be a complex valued function and cont0pfq is bounded.
Then, jumpt0pfq is closed.
Proof. Fix x P jumpt0pfq. Then, there exists txnu
8
n“1 Ď jumpt0pfq convergent
to x. Since xn P jumpt0pfq, there exists an, bn P cont0pfq such that xn “ an´bn.
Since cont0pfq is bounded, tanu8n“1 and tbnu8n“1 have subsequences, tanku8k“1 and
tbnku
8














bnk “ a´ b P jumpt0pfq.










2n, n “ 2k, k P N
2n ` in`1
n
, n “ 2k ` 1, k P N.




























|n P Nu Y t´2n|n P Nu Y t2n ` i
n
n` 1
´ 2m|n,m P NuY
t2n ´ 2m ´ i
m
m` 1
|n,m P Nu Y t2n ´ 2m|n,m P Nu.
This is not a closed set since i P jump0pfq, but i R jump0pfq.
























t0u Y t2n|n P Nu Y t2n ` i|n P Nu “
t0u Y t2n|n P Nu Y t2n ` i|n P Nu “ A0 Y A1 Y A2
where












tx´ y|x P Am, y P Anu.
To calculate jump0pfq, we will calculate individually each of the nine sets in
the union above:
1.
tx´ y|x P A0, y P A0u “ t0u;
2.

















tx´ y|x P A1, y P A1u “ t2
n
´ 2m|n,m P Nu;
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6.
tx´ y|x P A1, y P A2u “ t2
n

















´ 2m|n,m P Nu;
9.
tx´ y|x P A2, y P A2u “ t2
n
´ 2m|n,m P Nu.
Taking the above together, we have that
jump0pfq “ t˘2
n
|n P Nu Y t˘2n ˘ i
n
n` 1












“ 2n ` i
n
n` 1




tn “ i R jump0pfq.
Thus, jump0pfq is not closed.
Corollary 3.40. Let f be a complex-valued function. Then if jumpt0pfq “ t0u
then f is continuous at t0.
Proof. Let jumpt0pfq “ t0u. Let x, y P cont0pfq. Then, x´y P jumpt0pfq “ t0u.
Thus, x “ y and all elements of cont0pfq are the same. Thus, cont0pfq a set with
only one element. Consider the sequence ttn “ t0u8n“1. Clearly, this sequence
converges to t0 and the sequence tfptnq “ fpt0qu8n“1 converges to fpt0q making
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fpt0q an element in the singleton cont0pfq. Thus, tfpt0qu “ cont0pfq which by
proposition (3.32), demands that f is continuous at t0.
Proposition 3.41. Let f be a complex-valued function. If z P jumpt0pfq then
´z P jumpt0pfq.
Proof. Let z P jumpt0pfq. Then there exists x, y P cont0pfq such that z “ x´y.
Thus ´z “ y ´ x P jumpt0pfq.
3.6 Jump Phase












Proposition 3.43. Let f be a complex-valued function. Then,
phaset0pfq Ď axist0pfq.
Proof. Let x P phaset0pfq. Thus, there exists y P jumpt0pfqzt0u such that
x “ y{|y|. y may be either finite or infinite. Assume that y is finite. Then,
there exists a, b P cont0pfq such that
y “ b´ a
and at least one of a, b is finite. There exists sequences ttnu8n“1, tsnu8n“1 con-
vergent to t0 such that
lim
nÑ8
fptnq “ a and lim
nÑ8
fpsnq “ b.
There exists N1, N2 sufficiently large that if n1 ą N1 or n2 ą N2, then
|fptn1q ´ a| ă
|b´ a|
4





Thus we have that for all n ě N “ maxpN1, N2q,























The sequences ttnu8n“1 and tsnu8n“1 are the necessary ones to demonstrate that
x P axist0pfq.
Let y be infinite. We can write y “ eiθ08 for some θ0 P r0, 2πq. We have




Define the sequence tsnu8n“1 such that sn equals the first tk such that |fptkq| ą
pn` 1q|fptnq| ` 1. Since tsnu8n“1 is a subsequence of ttnu8n“1, it converges to t0.
We have that
|fpsnq ´ fptnq| ą |fpsnq| ´ |fptnq| ą n|fptnq| ` 1´ |fptnq| ě 1,














































































































































































































Since the pair of sequences above satisfy the necessary properties, we have that
x P axist0pfq. Now, that we have demonstrated the proposition for both when
y is finite or infinite, we are finished.








x ‰ y P cont0pfq
*



















|θ P r0, 2πqu{ti,´iu
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which is not a closed set.







sq “ t1` eit|t P r0, πsu for all n ě 1.















t1` eit|t P r0, 2πqu “ t1` eit|t P r0, πqu.
Lets find some elements of jumpt0pfq so as to determine phaset0pfq. Since
0 and 1` eit for t P r0, πq are elements of cont0pfq, we see that
t1` eit|t P r0, πqu Y t´1´ eit|t P p0, πqu “
tp1` eitq ´ 0|t P r0, πqu Y t0´ p1` eitq|t P r0, πqu Ď jumpt0pfq.



















































t P r0, πq
*
Ď phaset0pfq.




Since 2 and 1` eit for t P r0, πq are elements of cont0pfq, we see that
t´1` eit|t P r0, πqu Y t1´ eit|t P p0, πqu “
tp1` eitq ´ 2|t P r0, πqu Y t2´ p1` eitq|t P r0, πqu Ď jumpt0pfq.
Similar calculations as were done above demonstrate that pπ
2




teiθ|θ P r0, 2πqu{ti,´iu Ď phaset0pfq.
Let x, y P cont0pfq “ t1 ` eit|t P r0, πqu. If x “ y then x - y = 0. If x ‰ y
then x “ 1` eiθ and y “ 1` eiφ where θ ‰ φ. Then
x´ y “ p1` eiθq ´ p1` eiφq “ eiθ ´ eiφ.
This implies that
Repx´ yq “ cospθq ´ cospφq ‰ 0.
So no element of jumpt0pfq is purely imaginary and thereby no element of











teiθ|θ P r0, 2πqu{ti,´iu “ phaset0pfq.
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Proposition 3.45. Let f be a complex-valued function. Then if 0 is an isolated
point in jumpt0pfq then phaset0pfq is closed.
Proof. Since 0 is an isolated point in jumpt0pfq, there exists ε ą 0 such that
Bεp0q X pjumpt0pfq{t0uq “ H. Thus we have that
jumpt0pfq XBεp0q
C
“ jumpt0pfq{pjumpt0pfq XBεp0qq “ jumpt0pfq{t0u.
We note that jumpt0pfq{t0u is closed since jumpt0pfq is closed by proposition
3.38 and jumpt0pfq XBεp0q
C is the intersection of two closed sets.
The function T pxq “ x
|x|
defined on C{t0u is a continuous function. On the
set C{Bεp0q, T is uniformly continuous. Thus the image of any closed set under















q “ T pjumpt0pfq{t0uq “ phaset0pfq.
Thus, phaset0pfq is a closed set.
3.7 Local Boundedness
Definition 3.46. A function is locally bounded at t0 if there exists δ ą 0 and
M ě 0
|fpxq| ăM, for all x P pt0 ´ δ, t0 ` δq.
Proposition 3.47. The following are equivalent:
1. f is locally bounded at t0.
2. disct0pfq is finite.
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3. cont0pfq is bounded.
4. jumpt0pfq is bounded.
Proof. We first show that p1q ô p2q. Let f be locally bounded at t0. Then
there exists δ0 ą 0 and M ě 0








|fpyq| ďM`M “ 2M





|fpxq ´ fpyq| ď lim
δÑ8
2M “ 2M.
We see that disct0pfq ă 2M .
Let f not be locally bounded at t0. Then for all δ ą 0 and for all M ą 0,
there exists t P pt0 ´ δ, t0 ` δq, such that |fptq ěM .
Fix M ě 0 and δ ą 0. Let t1 P pt0´ δ, t0` δq be such that fpt1q “M1 ąM .
Let t2 P pt0 ´ δ, t0 ` δq be such that fpt2q ą 2M1. This implies that
sup
x,yPrt0´δ,t0`δs
|fpxq ´ fpyq| ě |fpt2q ´ fpt1q| ą |2M1 ´M1| “M1 ąM.
Since this is true of all M , we have that
sup
x,yPrt0´δ,t0`δs
|fpxq ´ fpyq| “ 8.
Since this is true of all δ, we have that
disct0pfq “ lim δ Ñ 8 sup
x,yPrt0´δ,t0`δs
|fpxq ´ fpyq| “ 8.
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By contraposition, we have that if disct0pfq “ M be finite, then f is locally
bounded at t0.
Now, we show that p1q ô p3q. Let f be locally bounded at t0. Then there






























where BMpt0q is the open ball of radius M centered at t0. Thus cont0pfq is
bounded.
Let f not be locally bounded at t0. Then for allM , for all n ě 1, there exists






q such that |fptnq| ą M . Consider the sequence ttnnu8n“1.
It converges to t0 and |fptnnq| ą n for all n which means that t|fptnnq|u8n“1
converges to infinity. By proposition 3.31, tfptnnqu8n“1 must have a subsequence,
tfptnknkqu
8
k“1 convergent to some element a P Cf . Since t|fptnnq|u8n“1 converges to
infinity, a must be infinite. Thus cont0pfq has an infinite element and cannot be
bounded. By contraposition, if cont0pfq is bounded then f is locally bounded
at t0.
Finally, we show that p3q ô p4q. Let cont0pfq be bounded. Let x P
jumpt0pfq. Then there exists a, b P cont0pfq such that x “ a´ b. Since cont0pfq
is bounded, there exists M greater than the absolute value of any element of
cont0pfq. Thus
|x| “ |b´ a| ď |b| ` |a| “ 2M.
Since this is true of every element of jumpt0pfq, jumpt0pfq is bounded.
Let jumpt0pfq be bounded. Then all elements of jumpt0pfq are finite and
there exists M ą 0 such that jumpt0pfq Ď BMpt0q. From proposition 3.31,
cont0pfq is nonempty. Fix x0 P cont0pfq which we know to be a finite element.
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Then for all y P cont0pfq,
|y| “ |y ´ x0 ` x0| ď |y ´ x0| ` |x0| ďM ` |x0|.
Thus cont0pfq Ď BM`|x0|p0q and cont0pfq is thereby bounded.
Let cont0pfq be bounded. Then there existsM ą 0 such that for all elements
of x P cont0pfq, |x| ă M . Since for all elements of z P jumpt0pfq, there exists
x, y P cont0pfq such that z “ x´ y. Thus
|z| “ |x´ y| ď |x| ` |y| ăM `M “ 2M.
Thus all elements of jumpt0pfq are bounded by 2M .
We define addition between two sets A and B to be
A`B “ ta` b| a P A, b P Bu.
We also define addition between a set A and a complex number β to be
A` β “ A` tβu “ ta` β| a P Au.
Proposition 3.48. Let f and g be complex valued functions. If cont0pfq and
cont0pgq are locally bounded at t0, then
cont0pf ` gq Ď cont0pfq ` cont0pgq.










Since , there exists M1,M2 ě 0 δ1, δ2 ą 0 such that if t P Bδ1pt0q then fptq P




n“1 are subsets of a closed bounded set and thereby both have limit
points in x1, x2. There are subsequences tfptnkqu8k“1 and tgptnkqu8k“1 which
converge to x1 and x2. Since the subsequences of convergent sequences have
the same limit as the sequence, we have that
lim
kÑ8
tnk “ t0, lim
kÑ8
fptkq “ x1 and lim
kÑ8
fptkq “ x2.
Thus, x1 P cont0pfq and x2 P cont0pgq. We conclude that
x0 “ lim
nÑ8
fptnq ` gptnq “ lim
kÑ8
fptnkq ` gptnkq “ x1 ` x2 P cont0pfq ` cont0pgq.
Proposition 3.49. Let f be a complex valued function. If f is locally bounded
at t0, then
phaset0pfq “ axist0pfq.
Proof. Given proposition 3.43, we only need to prove that
axist0pfq Ď phaset0pfq.
Let eiθ0 P axist0pfq. By definition of the axis of discrepancy, there exists
a real number ε ą 0 and two sequences ttnu8n“1,tsnu8n“1 convergent to t0 such
that







Since f is locally bounded at t0, the sequences tfptnqu8n“1 and tfpsnqu8n“1 are
bounded. This demands that there exists convergent subsequences tfptnkqu8k“1
convergent to some x P C. Also since f is locally bounded, tfpsnkqu8k“1 is
bounded and there exists another subsequence tfpsnkj qu
8
j“1 that converges to
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some element y P C. Both xnkj and ynkj converge to t0 and are such that
lim
jÑ8
fptnkj q “ x and limjÑ8 fptnkj q “ y.
Thus, x, y P cont0pfq. We also have that
|fptnkj q ´ fpsnkj q| ě εfor all j P N,




limnÑ8pfptnkj q ´ fpsnkj q
limnÑ8 |fptnkj q ´ fpsnkj q|
“ lim
nÑ8
fptnkj q ´ fpsnkj
















| z P jumpt0pfqzt0uu “ phaset0pfq.
Thus,
axist0pfq Ď phaset0pfq.
3.8 Calculation of the Axis of Discrepancy
Proposition 3.50. If f has a discontinuity at t0 then, axist0pfq is nonempty.
Proof. By proposition 3.33, cont0pfq has at least two distinct elements, x and
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y. Then, x´ y P jumpt0pfqzt0u. This grants us
x´ y
|x´ y|
P phaset0pfq Ă axist0pfq.
Thus, axist0pfq is nonempty.
Proposition 3.51. If f is continuous at t0, then axist0pfq “ H.
Proof. Since f is continuous, cont0pfq “ tfpt0qu. This demands that
jumpt0pfq “ tx´ y| x, y P cont0pfqu “ tx´ y| x, y P tfpt0quu “ t0u.
Since f is continuous at t0, it is locally bounded. By propositions 3.49, we have
that
axist0pfq “ phaset0pfq “ H.
Proposition 3.52. Let f be a complex valued function. Then the following are
equivalent:
(1) f is discontinuous at t0.
(2) disct0pfq ą 0.
(3) axist0pfq ‰ H.
Proof. p1q ðñ p2q by proposition 3.4, p1q ùñ p3q by proposition 3.50 and
p3q ùñ p2q by proposition 3.51.
Proposition 3.53. Let f and g be a complex valued functions locally bounded
at t0. Let g be continuous at t0. Then,
cont0pf ` gq “ cont0pfq ` gp0q.
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Proof. By propositions 3.48 and 3.32, we have that
cont0pf ` gq Ď cont0pfq ` cont0pgq “ cont0pfq ` tgp0qu.
We also have that
cont0pfq`tgp0qu “ cont0pf`g´gq`tgp0qu Ď cont0pf`gq´cont0pgq`tgp0qu “
cont0pf ` gq ´ tgp0qu ` tgp0qu “ cont0pf ` gq
Thus,
cont0pf ` gq “ cont0pfq ` tgp0qu “ cont0pfq ` gp0q.
Proposition 3.54. Let f and g be a complex valued functions be locally bounded
at t0. Let g be continuous at t0. Then, axist0pf ` gq “ axist0pfq.
Proof. By proposition 3.53, we have that
jumpt0pf ` gq “ tx´ y| x, y P cont0pf ` gqu “
tx´y| x, y P cont0pfq`gpt0qu “ tpx`gpt0qq´py`gpt0qq| x, y P cont0pfqu “
tx´ y| x, y P cont0pfqu “ jumpt0pf ` gq.
Since f is locally bounded proposition 3.49 gives us
axist0pf ` gq “ phaset0pf ` gq “ t
x
|x|




| x P jumpt0pfqu “ phaset0pfq “ axist0pfq.
Proposition 3.55. Let f be a complex-valued function locally bounded at t0.
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and z P C{t0u. We can write z “ reiφ where r ą 0 and φ P r0, 2πq. Then,
axist0pzfq “ e
iθaxist0pfq.
Proof. By proposition 3.35, we have that
jumpt0pfq “ tx´ y| x, y P cont0pzfqu “ tx´ y| x, y P zcont0u “
tzpx´ yq| x, y P cont0u “ ztpx´ yq| x, y P cont0u “ zjumpt0pfq.
Since f is locally bounded, proposition 3.49 grants us












































Proposition 3.56. Let f be a real valued function locally bounded at t0 that
has a discontinuity at t0. Then the axis of discrepancy will be t1,´1u.
Proof. Let x P cont0pfq. Then, there exists ttnu8n“1 such that
lim
nÑ8
tn “ t0 and lim
nÑ8
fptnq “ x.
Since f is real valued tfptnqu8n“1 Ă R and x0 P R. Thus, cont0pfq Ă R. This in
turn demands that
jumpt0pfq “ tx´ y| x, y P cont0pfqu Ă tx´ y| x, y P Ru “ R.
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By proposition (3.49), we have that
axist0pfq “ phaset0pfq “ t
x
|x|




| x P Rzt0uu “ t1,´1u.
By proposition 3.33, the discontinuity of f demands that cont0pfq has at
least two distinct elements, x, y P Rzt0u. We see that x´y ‰ 0 and y´x ‰ x´y
so jumpt0pfq has at least two elements. Without loss of generality, we assume









Ă phaset0pfq “ axist0pfq.
Lemma 3.57. Let f be a real valued function that is locally bounded at t0. Let
g be a function that is continuous at t0 and gpt0q “ 0. Then, cont0pgfq “ t0u.
Proof. There exists a M ą 0 and δ ą 0 such that |fppt0´ δ, t0` δqq| ăM . Let
ttnu
8










We see that cont0pgfq “ t0u.
Proposition 3.58. Let f be a real valued function that is locally bounded at













4 Discontinuity and HRT
4.1 Real HRT Conjecture
For this section, we will exclusively deal with real valued functions. We state
the real version of the function formulation of the HRT in the following.
Definition 4.1. Let f be a real valued function. We say that f satisfies the




is a linearly independent set over the real numbers.
We assume without loss of generality that βk are increasing, although not
perhaps strictly increasing.
Proposition 4.2. Let f be a real valued function. f satisfies the real HRT








iαktfpt´ βkq ‰ 0.
Proof. Let f satisfy the real HRT conjecture. Let tpαk, βkqunk“1 Ă R2 and
tcku
n






iαktfpt´ βkq ‰ 0.
Let f not satisfy the real HRT conjecture. Then there exists tpαk, βkqunk“1 Ă
R2 such that teiαktfpt´βkqunk“1 is linearly independent. This means that there





iαktfpt´ βkq “ 0.







iαkj tfpt´ βkjq “ 0
where each coefficient is nonzero.
Definition 4.3. Let Ξ “ tpck, αk, βkqunk“1 Ă R ˆ R2 where each pαk, βkq is
distinct, tckunk“1 Ă R˚ and Ξ is nonempty. We call such a Ξ a real HRT
configuration.
Proposition 4.4. Let f be a real valued function. f satisfies the real HRT con-
jecture if and only if for all real Ξ-configurations, f satisfies the Ξ-configuration.
Proof. Let f be a real valued function. Suppose f satisfies the real HRT con-
jecture. Let Ξ “ tpck, αk, βkqunk“1 be a real HRT configuration. By proposition





iαkfpt´ βkq ‰ 0.
Thus, f satisfies the Ξ-configuration.
Let f not satisfy the real HRT conjecture. By proposition 4.2, there exists
tpαk, βkqu
n





iαktfpt´ βkq “ 0.
We see that Ξ “ tpck, αk, βkqunk“1 is a real HRT configuration. Thus, f does
not satisfy the Ξ-configuration.
Definition 4.5. Let Λ “ tpαk, βkqunk“1 Ă R2 be an HRT constellation and
Ξ “ tpck, αk, βkqu
n
k“1 be a real HRT configuration. We call Ξ a real Λ-set.
4.2 Propagation of Discontinuities






















We call this set the Λ-domain.
Proposition 4.7. Let Λ “ tpαk, βkqunk“1 Ă R2 be an HRT constellation. DΛ is
closed under any βk-shift.































k P Zu “ DCΛ .
Thus, DΛ ` βk0 “ DΛ.
Proposition 4.8. Let Λ “ tpαk, βkqunk“1 Ă R2 be an HRT constellation. Then,
eiαkt R teiαlt,´eiαltu for all k ‰ l, for all t P DΛ.










Thus, if t P DΛ, then
eiαkt R teiαlt,´eiαltu.
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Lemma 4.9. Let Λ “ tpαk, βkqunk“1 be an HRT constellation where each αk and
each βk is unique. Let Ξ “ tpck, αk, βkqunk“1 be a real Λ-set. Let f be a real valued
function that does not satisfy the Ξ-configuration and have a discontinuity at
t0 P DΛ. Then, for all 1 ď k ď n, f has at least two other discontinuities on
the set tt0 ´ βk ` βlunl“0,l‰k.
Proof. Fix 1 ď k ď n and t0 P R. Consider tk “ t0 ` βk0 . Since f does not





iαltfpt´ βlq “ 0 for all t P R.
















The discontinuity at tk0 on the left hand side of (18) demands a discontinuity at
tk0 on the right hand side. Since the linear combination of functions continuous
at the point tk0 is itself continuous at tk0 , at least one of the functions eiαltfpt´
βlq is discontinuous at tk0 .
Suppose that only one such function in the sum on the right hand side of
(18) is discontinuous at tk. Let its index be l0. We rewrite (18) with this











Consider the axis of discrepancy at tk for both sides of this function. Because
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the left hand side is fully real, we have by proposition 3.56 that
axist0pfpt´ βkqq “ t1,´1u.
On the right-hand side of (20), we have the sum of a function discontinuous
at tk that is the modulation of a real-valued function and the sum of functions




















“ eipαl0´αk0 qtk0t1,´1u “
teipαl0´αk0 qtk0 ,´eipαl0´αk0 qtk0u.























This contradicts (19). We reject our assumption that there is only one function
discontinuous at tk0 in the linear combination in (18). Let the distinct indices
l1, l2 correspond to those two functions. Since eiαk is continuous and never zero,
we have that fpt ´ βkl1 q and fpt ´ βkl2 q are discontinuous at tk “ t0 ` βk. We
conclude that f is discontinuous at t0 ` βk ´ βl1 and t0 ` βk ´ βl2 .
Corollary 4.10. Let Λ “ tpαk, βkqunk“1 be an HRT constellation where each
αk is unique and each βk is unique. Let Ξ be a real Λ-set. Let f not satisfy
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the Ξ-configuration and have a discontinuity at t0 P DΛ. Then, f has at least
two discontinuities in each of the intervals rt0 ´ βn ` β1, t0 ´ βn ` βn´1s and
rt0 ` β2 ´ β1, t0 ` βn ´ β1s.
Proof. By lemma 4.9, f has at least two discontinuities on the set D´ “ tt0 ´
βn ` βlu
n
l“0,l‰k. Since βk is strictly increasing ´βn ` β1 and ´βn ` βn´1 are the
least and greatest elements of D´ so D´ Ď r´βn ` β1,´βn ` βn´1s. Thus, f is
discontinuous at at least two points of r´βn ` β1,´βn ` βn´1s.
By lemma 4.9, f has at least two discontinuities on the set D` “ tt0´β1`
βlu
n
l“0,l‰k. Since βk is strictly increasing ´β1 ` β2 and ´β1 ` βn are the least
and greatest elements of D` so D` Ď rβ2´β1, βn´β1. Thus, f is discontinuous
at at least two points of rβ2 ´ β1, βn ´ β1.
Theorem 4.11. Let Λ “ tpαk, βkqunk“1 be an HRT constellation where each
αk and each βk is unique. Let Ξ be a real Λ-set. Let f not satisfy the Ξ-
configuration and have a discontinuity at t0 P DΛ. Then f has a discontinuity
in every interval of length βn ´ β0.
Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that there exists an interval ra, bs
with b´ a ą βn ´ β0.
Suppose that t0 ă a. Let D´ be the set of all points on which f is dis-
continuous and that are less than a. Since t0 ă a, D´ is nonempty and has a












We have by corollary 4.10 that f has at least one discontinuity on the interval
rt0` β2´ β1, t0` βn´ β1s. Call it t2. t2 cannot be smaller than a, since then it
would belong to D´ while at the same time being greater than the supremum
of D´ as demonstrated by











So t2 ě a. t2 cannot be greater than b since
t2 ă t1 ` pβn ´ β1q ă t1 ` pb´ aq ă a` pb´ aq “ b.
So a ě t2 ě b which implies that there exists a discontinuity within the
interval ra, bs violating our assumption that there exists an interval longer than
β on which f has no discontinuities. Applying the identical argument to fp´tq,
we can show that having a discontinuity larger than the interval b demands the
existence of a discontinuity on the interval ra, bs. Thus, for every interval longer
than βn ´ β1, f has a discontinuity.
Definition 4.12. Let f be a complex valued function and t0 P R. We denote
We define the pf, t0q-lattice to be




k“1 βkmkq is discontinuousu.
We define the pf, t0q-mesh to be




mkβk| pm1, ...,mnq P Lt0pfqu.
Corollary 4.13. Let Λ “ tpαk, βkqunk“1 be an HRT constellation where each
αk and each βk is unique. Let Ξ be a real Λ-set. Let f not satisfy the Ξ-
configuration and have a discontinuity at t0 P DΛ. If m “ pm1, ...,mnq P Lft0
then Lft0 also contains at least two elements of
Ljm “ tm´ ej ` elu
n
l“0,l‰j “ tpm1, ...,mj ´ 1, ...,mk ` 1, ...,mnqu
n
l“0,l‰j
for all 1 ď j ď m.






t0 . By Lemma 4.9 the discontinuity of f at x0 implies that
for all 1 ď j ď n there exists two other discontinuities on the set




mkβk ´ βj ` βlu
n
l“0,l‰j.
This implies that for all 1 ď j ď n, Lft0 contains at least two elements of the
set
Ljmtm` ej ´ elu
n
l“0,l‰j “ tpm1, ...,mj ´ 1, ...,mk ` 1, ...,mnqu
n
l“0,l‰j.
Theorem 4.14. Let Λ “ tpαk, βkqunk“1 be an HRT constellation where each αk
is unique and tβkunk“1 is rationally independent. Let Ξ be a real Λ-set. Let f
not satisfy the Ξ-configuration and have a discontinuity at t0 P DΛ. Then, fptq
has an infinite number of discontinuities in every interval of length greater than
or equal to βn ´ β1.
Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Fix the interval ra, bs with length larger
than βn ´ β1. We know from theorem 4.11 that there exists at least one dis-





mkβk, where mk P Z. (21)
Assume that in the interval ra, bs there are a finite number, N , of discontinuities











g is well defined since tβkunk“1 is rationally independent, making every repre-
sentation above unique.
Since we have assumed that the set of discontinuities on ra, bs of the form
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(21) is finite, g has a maximum, M0, and maximizer, t1. By corollary 4.10,
there exists distinct 1 ă l1, l2 ď n such that f is discontinuous on t1 ` βl1 and
t1`βl2 since l1 and l are distinct, we know one of these will not be βn. Without
loss of generality, assume it is βl1 . We see that



























mk ` 2 “M0 ` 2 ąM0.
This implies that t1` βl does not belong to ra, bs since gpt1` βlq ą gpt1q which
is the max of g in ra, bs. So b ă s0 ` βl.
By corollary 4.10, for any discontinuity of the form (21) there exists discon-





mkβk ´ βn ` βl, where mk P Z
for at least two distinct l. Since they are distinct, at least one of them does not









t1, k “ 0
sk´1 ´ βn ` βlk , k ą 0.
where βlk is one of the discontinuities that does not equal β1 and must exist by
the above. We see that
gps0q “ gpt1q “M0 ` 2
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and
gpsk`1q “ gpsk ´ βn ` βlkq “ gpskq ´ 1` 1 “ gpskq.
Taking the above equalities together, we have that
gpskq “M0 ` 2.
By definition of sk, we have that
sk “ sk´1 ´ βn ` βlk ď sk´1 ´ βn ` βn´1.
By induction, we have that
sk ď s0 ´ kpβn ´ βn´1q.
There exists k0 such that sk0 ď s0 ´ k0pβn ´ βn´1q ď b. Since sk is a strictly
decreasing sequence of isolated points, there exists a greatest k, called k1, such
that sk1 ď b. This demands that sk1´1 ą b. Given that b ´ a ď βn ´ β0, we
have that
sk1 “ sk1´1 ´ βn ` βlk ě sk1´1 ´ βn ` β2 ą sk1´1 ´ βn ` β1 ą
b´ βn ` β1 “ b´ pb´ aq “ a.
So, a ă sk1 ě b and sk1 P ra, bs. So sk1 is in ra, bs, of the form in (21)
and gpsk1q “ M0 ` 2 which is larger than M0, the maximum of g. This is a
contradiction so, we reject our assumption that there are only finitely many
discontinuities of the form (21) in the interval ra, bs. Thus, f has an infinite
number of discontinuities in any interval of length larger than βn ´ β0.
Theorem 4.15. Let Λ “ tpαk, βkqunk“1 be an HRT constellation where each αk
is unique and tβkunk“1 is rationally independent. Let f be a real valued function
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that has a discontinuity on DΛ. If there is an interval, ra, bs, of length larger
than βn ´ β1 such that f is discontinuous only on a finite number of times on
that interval, then pf,Λq satisfies the HRT conjecture.
Proof. Let f be as above. Suppose that pf,Λq did not satisfy the real HRT
conjecture. By proposition (4.4), there exists a real Ξ-configuration that is a
real Λ-set that f does not satisfy. By theorem 4.14, no such interval of length
βn ´ β1 with finite discontinuities exists. By contraposition, pf,Λq satisfies the
HRT conjecture.
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5 HRT on Real Functions




A0 “ tna`mb| n P Z{t0u,m P Nu
is dense in R.
Proof. Define α “ b
a









n P Z{t0u,m P N
*
.
Note, that if A is dense then so is the set in question. We have that α and
mα R N for all m ‰ 0. So, if n1`m1α “ n2`m2α, then pm1´m2qα “ n1´n2
which is only possible when m1´m2 “ 0 and n1´ n2 “ 0. Thus every n`mα
is a distinct number.
Fix ε ą 0. For all m P N , there exists at least one nm P Zzt0u such that
nm `mα P r0, 2s. Since the m is distinct in every nm `mα, each nm `mα is
distinct. Since there is an infinite number of distinct nm `mα P r0, 2s, there
exists m1,m2 P N such that |pnm1 `m1αq ´ pnm2 `m2αq| ă ε. By renaming,
let m1 ą m2. Define n0 “ nm1 ´ nm2 and m0 “ m1 ´ m2. We see that
|n0 ´m0α| “ |pnm1 `m1αq ´ pnm2 `m2αq| ă ε and since m0 “ m1 ´m2 ą 0,
n0 `m0α P A.
Let x P R. If n0 ` αm0 ă 0, define






Clearly, prxs`kn0q P Z and km0 P N, so Aεx Ă A. Each element of Aεx is equally
spaced by pn0 ` αm0q ă ε, except for ´ rxsn0m0 so every element in p´8, rxss is
less than 2ε away from an element of Aεx Ă A. Thus A is dense in R. [Fix above
to be below ] Since k ‰ ´rxs
n0
, prxs ` kn0q P Zzt0u. Since k,m0 ą 0, km0 P N.
This shows us that if a P Aεx, then a P A. Each element of Aεx is equally spaced
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by pn0 ` αm0q ă ε, except for ´ rxsn0m0 so every element in rtxu,8s is less than
2ε away from an element of Aεx Ă A. Since this is true of all ε ą 0, A is dense
in R.
If n0 ` αm0 ą 0, define






Since k ‰ ´txu
n0
, ptxu ` kn0q P Zzt0u. Since k,m0 ą 0, km0 P N. This shows
us that if a P Aεx, then a P A. Each element of Aεx is equally spaced by
pn0 ` αm0q ă ε, except for ´ rxsn0m0 so every element in rtxu,8s is less than 2ε
away from an element of Aεx Ă A. Since this is true of all ε ą 0, A is dense in
R.
Since A is dense in R in both cases, we have the statement.
Theorem 5.2. Let f be a real valued continuous function. Let tαku4k“3, tβku4k“1 Ă
R where α1 “ α2 and α3α4 R Q and
α3β4
π
R Q. Let c1, c2, c3, c4 P R{t0u. If
c1fptq ` c2fpt´ β2q ` c3e
iα3tfpt´ β3q ` c4e
iα4tfpt´ β4q “ 0, (22)
then f “ 0.
Proof. We will use an inductive argument to show that
fptq “ 0 for all t P t2πn
α3
`mβ4unPZ{t0u,mPN
and then use the continuity of f to deduce that f “ 0.
We will begin with the base case, m “ 0. Note that c1fptq ` c2fpt ´ β2q is
real for all t P R. We can rewrite (22) as
c1fptq ` c2fpt´ β2q ` c3e
iα3tfpt´ β3q “ ´c4e
iα4tfpt´ β4q. (23)
Let t P t2πn
α3
unPZ. Then, eiα3tfpt ´ β3q “ fpt ´ β3q which is real. So the left
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hand side of (23) is real for all t P t2πn
α3





clearly has a nonzero imaginary component for all n P Zzt0u. This demands
that the right hand side of (23) is not real if fpt ´ β4q is not zero so fpt ´ β4q
must equal 0. Thus,
fptq “ 0 for all t P t2πn
α3
unPZ{t0u.
We now move to the induction step. Fix m P N. Assume that
fptq “ 0 for all t P t2πn
α3
´mβ3unPZ{t0u. (24)
Let t P t2πn
α3
´ pm` 1qβ3unPZ{t0u. By (3), we have that













Using this, we can rewrite (23) as
c1fptq ` c2fpt´ β2q “ ´c3e
iα3tfptq for all t P t2πn
α3








q “ exppip2πn` pm` 1qα3β4qq.
Since we have assumed that α3β4
π
R Q, we have that eiα3t has a nonzero imaginary
component.. Since the left hand side of (25) is real, the right hand side must
be real and thereby fptq “ 0. Thus




We can now induce that





R Q, we have that 2π
α3
and β4 are relatively irrational. Lemma 5.1
demands that the above set is dense in R. Since f is continuous, we have that
f “ 0.
Theorem 5.3. Let f P L2pRqzt0u be complex valued. Let 1 ď m ď n,
tαk, βku
n
k“1 Ă R2 where αk “ α1 for all 1 ď k ď m ´ 1, αk “ αn ` 1 for















ckfpt´ βkq “ 0. (26)
Proof. Let f P L2pRq be real valued and satisfy (26) for some fixed tcnunk“1 P










The left hand side (27) is purely real while the right hand side is non-real for all




k“m ckfpt´ βkq ‰ 0. Thus
řn
k“m ckfpt´ βkq “ 0 for almost
all t P R. It is well-known that f must be identically zero.
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6 Periodic End behavior
6.1 Alpha Ring
Definition 6.1. We formally define the points
8θ, for all θ P R and 8θ “ 8θ`2πn for all n P Z.
We call each of these points a periodic infinity and denote the set of all periodic
infinities as
Θ “ t8θ| θ P r0, 2πqu.
We define intervals on Θ to be
pθ1, θ2q8 “ t8θ| θ P pθ1, θ2qu.
Proposition 6.2. Let 0 ă δ ď π, θ1 ď θ2 P R. Define
a3 “ maxpθ1 ´ δ1, θ2 ´ δ2q, b3 “ min
ˆ





θ1 ` 2π ´ δ1, θ2 ´ δ2
˙
, b4 “ min
ˆ

















pθ1´ δ1, θ1` δ1q8Xpθ2´ δ2, θ2` δ2q8 “ pθ3´ δ3, θ3` δ3q8Ypθ4´ δ4, θ4` δ4q8.
Proof.
pθ1 ´ δ1, θ1 ` δ1q8 X pθ2 ´ δ2, θ2 ` δ2q8 “
`
pθ1 ´ δ1, θ1 ` δ1q8 X pθ2 ´ δ2, θ2 ` δ2q8
˘
X pθ2 ´ δ2, θ1 ` δ1q8Y
`
pθ1 ´ δ1, θ1 ` δ1q8 X pθ2 ´ δ2, θ2 ` δ2q8
˘
X p2π ` θ1 ´ δ1, θ2 ` δ2q8 “
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pa3, b3q Y pa4, b4q “ pθ3 ´ δ3, θ3 ` δ3q8 Y pθ4 ´ δ4, θ4 ` δ4q8.
Definition 6.3. The α-ring is the set
Rα “ RYΘ
endowed with the topology induced by the basis, Bα, defined below.
Definition 6.4. Let θ P R, 0 ă δ ě π and N P N. We define a periodic interval
to be





2πn` θ ´ δ
α
,




We note that for all periodic intervals, Pα,θδ,N , P
α,θ
δ,N X R is open. We see this
from





2πn` θ ´ δ
α
,
2πn` θ ` δ
α
˙
which is a union of open intervals and thereby open.


























, b4 “ min
ˆ







































2πn` θ1 ´ δ1
α1
,








2πn` θ2 ´ δ2
α2
,








2πn` θ1 ´ δ1
α1
,





2πn` θ2 ´ δ2
α2
,








2πpn` 1q ` θ1 ´ δ1
α1
,





2πn` θ2 ´ δ2
α2
,




















“ pPα,θ1δ1,N1 X P
α,θ2
δ2,N2







q X Rq Y ppPα,θ3δ3,N Y P
α,θ4
δ4,N




Proposition 6.6. Define the following collection of sets
Bα “ tPα,θδ,N | δ ą 0, N P N, θ P Ru Y tO Ă R| O is openu.
This is a basis on Rα.
Proof. If x P Rα, then either x P R or x P Θ. If x P R, then since R is open,
x P R P Bα. If x P Θ, then we can write x “ 8θ and 8θ P Pα,θ1,1 P Bα. Thus, all
elements of Rα belong to some element of Bα.
Let B1, B2 P R and B1 X B2 ‰ H. Let x P B1 X B2. If x P R, then
x P pB1XB2qXR “ pB1XRqX pB2XRq P Bα because all open set of R belong
to Bα. If x P Θ, we can write it as 8θ. Clearly, this demands that both B1




Without loss of generality, we assume that θ1 ě θ2. By proposition 6.5, there
exists Pα,θ3δ3,N3 and P
α,θ4
δ4,N
such that Pα,θ1δ1,N1 X P
α,θ2
δ2,N2
“ Pα,θ3δ3,N Y P
α,θ4
δ4,N
. Thus, x is an
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element of a periodic interval which is a subset of B1 X B2. We have satisfied
both conditions of a basis.
We endow Rα with the topology induced by the basis Bα.
Proposition 6.7. The topology of R and the subspace topology on R induced
by Rα are equivalent.
Proof. Let O Ă R be open in R. Then, O P Bα, making O “ O X R open in
the subspace topology.
Let O Ă Rα X R be open in the subspace topology induced by Rα. Thus,
there exists open O1 Ă Rα such that O1 “ OXR. Since O1 is open in Rα, it is
the union of some collection tBjujPJ Ă Bα where J is an index set. Thus,










Since Bj is either an open set in R or a periodic set, Bj X R is open. We
conclude that O is the union of open sets in R, making it open in R.
Proposition 6.8. Let ttnu8n“1 Ă R Ă Rα be a sequence. The following are
equivalent:
1. ttnu8n“1 converges to 8θ.








tn “ 8 and lim
nÑ8
eiαtn “ eiθ.
Proof. First we prove p1q ô p2q. It is well-known that a sequence in a topology
induced by a basis, B, will converge to some element, x, if and only if for all
B P B containing x, there exists N ě 1, for all n ě N such that tn P B. Bα is
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the basis of the topology of Rα. The only elements of Bα that contain infinite
elements are the periodic intervals. Thus, txnu8n“1 converges to 8θ if and only
if for every periodic set, Pα,θδ,N , containing 8θ, there exists N ě 1 such that for
all n ě N , x P Pα,θδ,N .
Now, we prove p2q ñ p3q. Suppose that ttnu8n“1 satisfies (2). Then, for all
M P N, there exists N ě 1 such that
tn P P
α,θ
1,M`r|θ`1{α|s Ă rM,8q for all n ě N .
This gives us limnÑ8 tn “ 8. We also have that for all ε ą 0, there exists
N ě 1 such that
tn P P
α,θ
ε,1 Ă rM,8q for all n ě N .
This gives us
|eiαtn´eiθ|2 “ |eipαtn´θq´1|2 “ cos2pαtn´θq´2 cospαtn´θq`1`sin
2
pαtn´θq “
2´ 2 cospαtn ´ θq ď 2´ 2p1´ pαtn ´ θq
2
{2q “ pαtn ´ θq
2
ă ε2.
Thus, limnÑ8 eαtn “ eiθ.
Finally, we prove p3q ñ p2q. Suppose that ttnu8n“1 does not satisfy (2).
Then, there exists Pα,θδ,M containing 8θ such that for all N ě 1 there exists
n ą N such that t R P . We see that there exists a subsequence ttnku8k“1 such
that tnk R P
α,θ
δ,M . Suppose that limnÑ8 e






θ ` 2πm´ δ
α
,
θ ` 2πm` δ
α
˙
, for all k ě K.
Since, ttnku8k“1 X P
α,θ





θ ` 2πn´ δ
α
,
θ ` 2πn` δ
α
˙
, for all k ě K.
Thus, ttnu8n“1 does not converge to infinity and does not satisfy (3).
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6.2 Alpha Rings
Definition 6.9. Let α P Rn. We formally define the α-ring to be
Θn “ tp8θ1 ,8θ2 , ...,8θnq| 8θk P Θ for all 1 ď k ď nu.
Definition 6.10. Let α P Rn. Define the α-periodic reals to be
Rα “ RYΘn.
We endow this set with topology induced by the basis, Bα, defined below.
Proposition 6.11. Fix α P Rn. Define the collection of sets, Bα, to be all














where Ok Ă Rαk is open in Rαk for all 1 ď k ď n. Bα is a basis on Rα.
Proof. Let x P Rα. By definition, if x P Rα, then x P R or x P Θn.
Let x P R. Let O Ă R be an open set containing x. By proposition 6.7, we
have that the topology R is a subset of Rα so O is open in Rαk for all k making
x P O “ RX
Şn
k“1O P Bα YH P B.
Let x P Θn. We can write x “ p8θ1 ,8θ2 , ...,8θnq. For all k, there exists an


















which is an element of Bα. We have satisfied the first property of a basis.
Let O1, O2 P Bα have nonempty intersection. Let x P O1 X O2. Since




















































































































where O3k “ O1k X O2k for all k. Clearly, for all 1 ď k ď n, O3k is open in Rαk so
O1 XO2 P Bα. If x P O1 XO2, then x P O1 XO2 P Bα.
We endow Rα with the topology induced by the basis defined in proposition
6.11.
Proposition 6.12. The subspace topology on RXRα is equivalent to the topol-
ogy on R.
Proof. Let O be a subset of R under the subspace topology of Rα. Then there
exists open O1 Ă Rα such that R X O1 “ O. By the characteristics of a basis,













pOk XΘq P Bα,
x P Ox Ă O1. Clearly, x P OxXR and by proposition 6.7, we have that OxXR











Let O be an open subset of R. By proposition 6.7, we have that O is also
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pO XΘq P Bα.
All basis elements are open in the topology of Rα so O is open.
Proposition 6.13. Let α “ pα1, ..., αdq, θ “ pθ1, ..., θdq P Rd and ttnu8n“1 Ă
R Ă Rα. The sequence ttnu8n“1 converges to 8θ in Rα if and only if ttnu8n“1
converges to 8θk in Rαk for all 1 ď k ď d.
Proof. Let α, θ and ttnu8n“1 be as above. Fix 1 ď k ď d. Let ttnu8n“1 not
converge to 8θk in Rαk . Let O P Bα contain 8θ. Since O is a basis element,













pOk XΘq Ă Ok.
Since ttnu8n“1 does not converge to 8θk we have that for all N ě 1 there exists
n ě N , such that tn R Ok. This demands that for all N ě 1, there exists n ě N
such that













Thus, ttnu8n“1 does not converge to 8θ.
Let ttnu8n“1 converge to 8θk in Rαk for all 1 ď k ď d. Let O P Bα contain













pOk XΘq and 8θk P Ok.
Since ttnu8n“1 converges to 8θk for all 1 ď k ď n, we have that for all Ok, there
exists Nk such that for all n ě Nk, tn P O. Let Nk be such that for all n ě Nk,

















pOk XΘq “ O for all n ě N .
Since this is true of every basis element, ttnu8n“1 converges to 8θ.





n“1. Define α1 “ pαn1 , ..., αnd0 q and θ
1
“ pθn1 , ..., θnd0 q. Let
ttnu
8































tn “ 8 and lim
nÑ8
eiαktn “ eiθk for all 1 ď k ď d.
Proof. By proposition 6.13, we have that for all for all 1 ď k ď d,
lim
nÑ8




tn “ 8 and lim
nÑ8
eiαtn “ eiθk for all 1 ď k ď d.
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Proposition 6.17. Let α “ pα1, ..., αdq P Rd. The sequence ttnu8n“1 Ă R
converges to 8αθ if and only if for all δ ą 0 and N ě 1, there exists Nm
sufficiently large that if n ě Nm, then tn P Pα,θδ,N .







proposition 6.13, we have that ttnu8n“1 converges to 8θk in Rαk for all k. By
proposition 6.8, we have that for all k, there exists Nk, for all n ě Nk such







Let ttnu8n“1 Ă R be such that for all δ ą 0 and N ě 1, there exists Nm
sufficiently large that if n ě Nm, then tn P Pα,θδ,N . Fix 1 ď m ď n. Let P
αm,θm
δ,N







δ,N for all n ěM .
Since this is true for all δ ą 0 and N ě 1, we have that limnÑ8 tn “ 8θm for
all 1 ď m ď d. By proposition 6.13, we have that ttnu8n“1 converges to 8αθ .
6.3 Condensation at Infinity
Definition 6.18. Let f be a complex valued function. Then, the condensation




tn “ 8 and lim
nÑ8
fptnq “ x.
Proposition 6.19. Let f be a complex valued function. Then con8pfq is
nonempty.
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Proof. Let ttnu8n“1 converge to infinity. By proposition 3.31, we have that the




tnk “ 8 and lim
kÑ8
fptnkq “ x0
which is to say that x0 P con8pfq.
Definition 6.20. Let f be a complex valued function. We say that f is bounded
at infinity if there exists M ą 0 such that f is bounded on rM,8q.
Proposition 6.21. Let f be a complex valued function that is bounded at in-
finity. Then, con8pfq is bounded.











Thus con8pfq is bounded.
Corollary 6.22. Let f be a complex valued function bounded at infinity. Then,
con8pfq X C ‰ 0.
Proof. Let f be as above. By proposition 6.19 con8pfq is nonempty and by
proposition 6.21, con8pfq Ă C.
It will be useful to define the following function.
Definition 6.23. Let f be a complex-valued function. By proposition 6.22, we











q t ‰ 0
x0 t “ 0.
Lemma 6.24. Let f be a complex-valued function bounded at infinity. Let
x0 P con8pfq. Then,
con8pfq “ con0pf˚x0q.
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Proof. Let x P con8pfq. Then there exists ttnu8n“1 such that
lim
nÑ8





























which is to say that x P con0pfp 1|t|q.
Now to prove the opposite direction. Let x P con0pfp1{|t|qq. Then, there
exists ttnu8n“1 such that
lim
nÑ8






















Thus, x P con8pfq.
Proposition 6.25. Let f be a complex valued function and C P C. Then,
con8pCfq “ Ccon8pfq.
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q t ‰ 0
x0 t “ 0.
By lemma 6.24 and proposition 3.35, we have that
con8pCfq “ con0pCf˚q “ Ccon0pf˚q “ Ccon8pfq.
Proposition 6.26. Let f and g be complex valued functions that are bounded
at 8. Then,
con8pf ` gq Ă con8pfq ` con8pgq.
Proof. By proposition 3.47, con8pfq and con8pgq are bounded. Let x1 P
con8pfq. Then there exists ttnu8n“1 such that
lim
nÑ8
tn “ 8 and lim
nÑ8
fptnq “ x1.
Since tgptnqu8n“1 is a bounded sequence, it has a limit point x2. Let tgptnkqu8k“1
be a subsequence converging to x2. We have that
lim
kÑ8
tnk “ 8 and lim
kÑ8
gptnkq “ x2
which gives us x2 P con8pgq. We also see that
lim
kÑ8
tnk “ 8 and lim
kÑ8




gptnkq “ x1 ` x2.




























“ f˚x1ptq ` g
˚
x2
ptq, t ‰ 0
pf ` gq˚x1`x2ptq “ x1 ` x2 “ f
˚
x1
p0q ` g˚x2p0q “ f
˚
x1
ptq ` g˚x2ptq, t “ 0.
Thus, pf ` gq˚x1`x2 “ f
˚
x1
` g˚x2 By lemma 6.27 and proposition 3.48,







q “ con8pfq ` con8pgq.






Proof. Let x P con8pfq. Then, there exists ttnu8n“1 such that
lim
nÑ8
tn “ 8 and lim
nÑ8
fptnq “ x.
So, for all m, there exists Nm sufficiently large that if n ě N then tn ą m.
Thus, for all m P N,
x P tfptnqu8n“Nm Ď fprm,8qq








n“0 fprn,8q. Because x P fprm,8q, we have that there exists tn P










Thus, x P con8pfq.
Proposition 6.28. Let f be a complex valued function. Then, con8pfq is
closed.
Proof. By lemma 6.27, con8pfq is the infinite intersection of closed sets. Thus,
f is closed.
Proposition 6.29. Let f be a complex valued function. Then
con8p|f |q Ă r0,8s.
Proof. Let x P con8p|f |q. There exists ttnu8n“1 convergent to infinity such
that t|fptnq|u8n“1 converges to x. Since t|fptnq|u8n“1 Ď r0,8q, we conclude that
x P r0,8s.
Proposition 6.30. Let f P L2pRq be a complex valued function. Then,
0 P con8pfq.
Proof. Let f P L2pRq. By Markov’s inequality, we have that







is finite and mprn,8qq is infinite, we have that there exists tn P
rn,8q such that |fptnq| ă ε. We see that
lim
nÑ8
tn “ 8 and lim
nÑ8
fptnq “ 0.
Thus, 0 P con8pfq.
Proposition 6.31. Let f be a continuous and bounded complex valued function.
Then con8pfq is a connected set.
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Proof. Suppose con8pfq is disconnected. By definition, there exists H ‰
A,B Ă con8pfq such that A X B “ H “ A X B and A Y B “ con8pfq.
Clearly, both A and B are closed. By proposition 6.28, con8pfq is bounded
and so are its subsets A and B. Thus, A and B are compact. The compactness








are open sets with nonempty intersection and such that distpAr, Brq “ r
2
which
in turn makes them separate sets. Let a0 P A and b0 P B. There exists
sequences ttnu8n“1 and tsmu8m“1 convergent to 8 and such that
lim
nÑ8
fptnq “ a0 and lim
mÑ8
fpsmq “ b0.
There exists N,M ě 1 such that for all n ě N and for allm ěM , |a0´fptnq| ă
r
4
and |b0 ´ fpsmq| ă r4 . Inductively define the following subsequences. Define
the first elements as
n1 “ N and m1 “M.
Define all later elements as
nk “ minptn ą nk´1|tn ą snk´1uq and ml “ minptm ą mk´1|sm ą tnkuq.




n“1 Ď Br{4pa0q Ď A
r and tsnu8n“1 Ď Br{4pb0q Ď B
r.
and that tnk ă smk ă tnk`1 ă snk`1 for all k ě 1.
Since fptnq P Ar, fpsnq P Br, f is continuous and Ar and Br are separated
sets, there exists un P ptn, snq such that fpunq R Ar Y Br Ě con8pfq. tunu8n“1
converges to infinity since un ą tn and limntn “ 8. tunu8n“1 is a bounded
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sequence since f is bounded by someM ą 0. Thus, fpunq P BMp0qXpArYBrqC
which is the intersection of two closed sets and therefore itself closed. Since
BMp0q X pA
r Y BrqC is bounded, it is compact and tfpunqu8n“1 has a limit
x0 P BMp0q which demands that
x0 P BMp0q X pA
r
YBrqC Ď pAr YBrqC Ď pcon8pfqqC . (28)




unk “ 8 and lim
kÑ8
fpunkq “ x0.
This demands that x0 P con8pfq contradicting (28). We reject our assumption
and conclude that con8pfq is connected.
Proposition 6.32. Let f P L2pRq be complex valued and continuous. If x0 P
con8p|f |q, then r0, x0s Ď con8p|f |q.
Proof. Since x P con8p|f |q, there exists a sequence, ttnu8n“1 convergent to in-
finity such that tfptnqu8n“1 converges to x. Since f P L2pCq, proposition 6.30
demands that 0 P con8p|f |q which in turn demands that there exists a sequence,
tsnu
8
n“1 convergent to infinity such that tfpsnqu8n“1 converges to 0.
Fix y P p0, xq. This demands that there exists ε ą 0 such that y P pε, x´ εq.
There exists N1 such that if n ě N1, then |x ´ fptnq| ă ε and in turn that
|fptnq| ą x´ε. There exists N2 such that if n ě N2, then |fptnq| “ |0´fptnq| ă
ε. Thus if n ě N “ maxN1, N2, then we have that y P rfpsnq, fptnqs. Since f
is continuous, we have by the intermediate value theorem that for all n ě N ,













Thus y P con8p|f |q.
6.4 Alpha Condensation
Definition 6.33. Let f be a complex valued function and α,θ P Rd. Then,
the α,θ-condensation of f at 8, called conαθ pfq, is the set of all points x P Cf
such that there exists ttnu8n“1 such that
lim
nÑ8
tn “ 8θ and lim
nÑ8
fptnq “ x.
If α, θ P R1 then we denote the pα, θq-condensation of f at 8 as conαθ pfq.






















1{m,N for all n ě N .
That implies that
x P tfptnqu8n“1 Ă fpP
α,θ




































1{n,nq for all n ě 1.
Thus, there exists tn P fpPα,θ1{n,nq such that |x´ fptnq| ă
1
n








Thus, x P conαθ pfq.













Y pconαθ pfq X t0uq.







fptnq “ x for all n ě N.
This demands that limnÑ8 tn “ 8 and for all m,M ě 1, we have that there
exists N such that
tn P P
α,θ









Since x ‰ 0, we have that x P con8p1Pα,θ
1{m,M


































Since x P con8p1Pα,θ
1{m,M
ptqfptqqzt0u, there exists ttm,Mn u8n“1 Ă R such that
lim
nÑ8
tm,Mn “ 8 and lim
nÑ8
fptm,Mn q “ x.
Since x ‰ 0, there exists Nm,M such that
fptm,Mn q ‰ 0 for all n ě Nm,M .
This demands that tm,Mn P P
α,θ
1{m,M for all n ě N















ptqfptqqzt0u Ă conαθ pfqzt0u












conαθ pfq “ pcon
α
θ pfqzt0uq Y pcon
α











Y pconαθ pfq X t0uq.
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Proposition 6.36. Let f be a complex valued function, θ “ pθ1, ..., θnq,α “
pα1, ..., αnq P Rn and C P C. Then,
conαθ pCfq “ Ccon
α
θ pfq.



















Proposition 6.37. Let f and g be a complex valued function that is bounded
at infinity and θ “ pθ1, ..., θnq,α “ pα1, ..., αnq P Rn. Then,
conαθ pf ` gq Ď con
α
θ pfq ` con
α
θ pgq.







fptnq ` gptnq “ x.
Since f and g are both bounded at infinity, there exists B1, B2 ą 0 andN1, N2 ě
1 such that
|fptq| ă B1 for all n ě N1 and |fptq| ă B2 for all n ě N2.
Thus, tfptnqu8n“1 has a convergent subsequence tfptnkqu8k“1 with limit x1 and
tgptnkqu
8
k“1 has a convergent subsequence tgptnkl qu
8




fptnq ` gptnq “ lim
lÑ8
fptnkl q ` gptnkl q “
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x1 ` x2 P conαθ pfq ` con
α
θ pgq.
Since this is true of all x P conαθ pf ` gq, we have that
conαθ pf ` gq Ď con
α
θ pfq ` con
α
θ pgq.
Lemma 6.38. Let f be a complex valued function bounded at infinity and
θ “ pθ1, ..., θnq,α “ pα1, ..., αnq P Rn. Let g be a uniformly continuous complex
valued function and gppπl ` θkq{αkq “ 0 for all l P N and for all 1 ď k ď n.
Then,
conαθ pgfq “ t0u.
Proof. Fix ε ą 0. Let B ą 0 and NB ě 0 be such that for all t ě NB,
|fptq| ď B. Because g is uniformly continuous, there exists δ ą 0 such that
|gptq ´ gpsq| ă
ε
B
for all t, s P R such that |t´ s| ă δ.








This demands that there exists N ě 1 such that
tn P P
α,θ
δ,1 for all n ě N .
Since every t P Pα,θδ,1 is less than δ away from pπln ` θkq{αk for some ln P N, we
have that









Thus conαθ pgfq Ă B0pεq. Since this is true of all ε, we have that
conαθ pgfq Ă t0u.
Since conαθ pgfq is nonempty, we have that conαθ pgfq “ t0u.
Proposition 6.39. Let f be a complex valued function bounded at infinity and
θ “ pθ1, ..., θnq,α “ pα1, ..., αndq P Rd. Then,
conαθ pe
iαktfq “ eiθkconαθ pfq for all 1 ď k ď d.
Proof. Fix 1 ď k ď d. Since eiαkt ´ eiθk is zero on θk`lπ
α
for all l P N and is
uniformly continuous, we can apply lemma 6.38 to attain
conαθ ppe
iαk ´ eiθkqtfq “ t0u.
This grants us
conαθ pe
iαktfq “ conαθ pe
iθkf ` peiαk ´ eiθkqtfq Ă
conαθ pe
iθkfq ` t0u “ eiθkconαθ pfq.
Let x P eiθkconαθ pfq. Clearly, there exists y P conαθ pfq such that y “ eiθkx. We








By lemma 6.13, this demands that
lim
nÑ8











Thus, x P conαθ peiαktfq.
Proposition 6.40. Let f be a complex function. Then conαθ pfq is a closed set.









Since conαθ pfq is an infinite intersection of closed sets, conαθ pfq is closed.
Definition 6.41. Let f be a complex valued function. Then the α-condensation
graph of f is a subset of p
Śn
r0, 2πqq ˆ Cf where each element is of the form
pθ, xq where x P conαθ pfq.
Proposition 6.42. Let f be a complex valued function, α “ pα1, ..., αdq,θ “
pθ1, ..., θdq P Rd, 1 ď d0 ď d and tnkud1k“1 Ď tnudn“1. Define α1 “ pαn1 , ..., αnd0 q
and θ1 “ pθn1 , ..., θnd0 q. Then,
conαθ pfq Ď con
α1
θ1 pfq.
















θ1 and limnÑ8 fptnq “ x.
We conclude that x P conα1
θ1




Corollary 6.43. Let f be a complex valued function, α “ pα1, ..., αdq,θ “









be a partition of a subset of tnudn“1.
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Define αl “ pαnl1 , ..., αnldl



















, we have that
conαθ pfq Ď con
αk
θk










Corollary 6.44. Let f be a complex valued function, α “ pα1, ..., αdq,θ “













Proposition 6.45. Let f be a complex valued function, α “ pα1, ..., αdq,θ “
pθ1, ..., θdq P Rd and β P R. Then
conαθ pfpt´ βqq “ con
α
θ`βpfq
where θ ` β “ pθ1 ` β, ..., θd ` βq.







fptn ´ βq “ x.
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Define tsn “ tn ´ βu8n“1. We see that
sn “ tn ´ β P τβpP
α,θ
δ,N q “ P
α,θ`β
δ,N for all δ ą 0, N ě 1.
This implies that limnÑ8 sn “ 8αθ`β which demands that x P conαθ`βpfq. This
gives us
conαθ pfpt´ βqq Ă con
α
θ`βpfq.








Define tsn “ tn ` βu8n“1. We see that
sn “ tn ` β P τβpP
α,θ´β
δ,N q “ P
α,θ
δ,N for all δ ą 0, N ě 1.







fpsn ´ βq lim
nÑ8
fptnq “ x.





conαθ pfpt´ βqq “ con
α
θ`βpfq.
Lemma 6.46. Let f be a complex valued function bounded at infinity, α “











































Theorem 6.47. Let Ξ “ tck, αk, βkudk“1 be an HRT configuration. Let f








Theorem 6.48. Let ttnu8n“1 converge to 8αθ . Since f does not satisfy the







iαktfptn ´ βkq “ lim
nÑ8
0 “ 0.
The above and lemma 6.46 gives us











Definition 6.49. Define the set of nearly linear elements, Ld, to be all vectors,
θ “ pθ1, ..., θdq, such that there exists 1 ď k ď d such that
eiθk R teiθj ,´eiθju for all j ‰ k
and
eiθj P teiθl ,´eiθlu for all j, l ‰ k.
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We call this k the abnormal index of θ and we call the other indices the normal
indices of θ.
Theorem 6.50. Let Ξ “ tck, αk, βkunk“1 be a real HRT configuration. Let f be a
real valued function bounded at infinity that does not satisfy the Ξ-configuration.
Then,
0 P conαθ pfqfor all θ P Ld.




















iθk0conαθ`βk0 pfq Ă e
iθk0R. (29)














iθk0conαθ`βk0 pfq ` e
iθk1R.
Taking the above and (29), we have that
0 P conαθ`βk0 pfq,
because if a P eiθk0R, b P eiθk1R and a` b “ 0, then a, b “ 0.
Theorem 6.51. Let Ξ “ tck, αk, βkunk“1 be an HRT configuration. Let f be a
real valued function bounded at infinity that does not satisfy the Ξ-configuration.
Then, for all θ P Ld, for all ε ą 0, δ ą 0, N P N, there exists t0 P such that
fpt0q P B0pεq.
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Proof. By theorem 6.50, we have that 0 P conαθ`βk0 pfq. Thus, there exists
ttnu
8








Thus, for all nonempty periodic intervals Pα,θδ,N there exists a tn such that
fptnq P B0pεq.
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7 Sigma Delta Quantization
For the sake of storing and transmitting various messages, it is impractical to
represent any given function in the traditional, input-output fashion or a point
by its decimal representation. Therefore, we instead represent the signal not






where en are other functions or points which constitute an alphabet by means
of which we represent our signal, and cn are real or complex coefficients.
This has simplified the problem of storage and transmission but not suffi-
ciently as the coefficients are drawn from a continuous range. Quantization con-
verts this continuous representation to a corresponding sum with coefficients,
qn, drawn from a discrete set. x̃ denotes the resulting finite sum of tenu using qn
as coefficients. Naturally, the measure of the quality of the quantizer, the map
between the continuous coefficients to their discrete approximations, is the ap-
proximation error ||x´ x̃|| where the norm is chosen for the situation. The most
obvious construction for the quantizer, called pulse code modulation (PCM),
is to choose qn as close to cn as possible. This method is optimal when our
alphabet is orthonormal, since the independence of the elements makes better
estimates impossible, but is less than optimal when our alphabet is redundant
as PCM fails to take advantage of the resulting interdependence.
7.1 Basic Frame Theory
7.2 Introduction
In order to move further, we must have some understanding of the nature
of the alphabets, particularly redundant alphabets, that will be used in our
quantizations.
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Definition 7.1. A collection F “ tenunPΛ in a Hilbert space H is a frame for






ď B||x||2, for all x P H.
The constants A and B are called the frame bounds and the frame is tight when
A = B.
Definition 7.2. Let en, n P Λ be a frame for a Hilbert space H with frame
bounds A and B. The analysis operator
L : H Ñ l2pΛq
pLxqk “ xx, eky.
The operator S “ L˚L is called the frame operator, and it satisfies
AI ď S ď BI,
where I is the identity operator on H. S´1 is called the dual frame operator,
and it satisfies
B´1I ď S´1 ď A´1I.
We may interpret L as a map that sends an element of H to its representa-
tion in the frame.
Note that the earlier frame bounds, A and B, here result in the injectivity
and continuity of L, respectively.
Theorem 7.3. Let tenunPΛ be a frame for H with the frame bounds A and B,
and let S be the corresponding frame operator. Then tS´1enunPΛ is a frame for










with unconditional convergence of both sums.
Note that when the frame is tight with bound A then x is equal to its frame
expansion divided by A.
Corollary 7.4. A set of vectors tvnuNn“1 in H “ Rn or Cn is a tight frame with
frame bound A if and only if its associated matrix L satisfies S “ L˚L “ AId.
In the special case of finite unit norm tight frames, the frame constant is
N{d. Notice that when we have a basis, our constant is one.
7.3 PCM and Bennett’s White Noise







xnen, xn “ xx, eny.
We define the PCM quantizer with step size δ as












δprxn{δs´ 1{2q, if |xn| ă 1
δpr1{δs´ 1{2q, if xn ě 1
´δpr1{δs´ 1{2q, if xn ď ´1.


























Before defining the algorithm, let us first define where we will draw our esti-
mates from. The midrise quantization alphabet is defined,
AδK “ tp´K ` 1{2qδ, ..., pK ´ 1{2qδu.
From it we select the coefficients of our alphabet for our estimate, the 2K-level
midrise uniform scalar quantizer with step size δ,
Qpuq “ arg min
qPAδK
|u´ q|.
Definition 7.5. Given the above, a permutation on n elements, p, and the
txnu
N
n“1 to be quantized, the Σ∆ quantizer is defined
un “ un´1 ` xppnq ´ qn
qn “ Qpun´1 ` xppnqq
where u0 is a preset constant, usually zero in this dissertation. qn is the quan-
tized sequence while un is an auxiliary sequence.
It is natural to ask what is the role played by the auxiliary sequence. In
essence, un keeps track of how much we have over or underestimated up to that
time by how negative or positive it is, respectively. To see this let us work
through an example.
Example 7.6. Suppose we wanted to quantize t1{2, 1{4,´1{8u with δ “ 2,
K “ 1, our permutation os the identity and u0 is set to 0. The PCM and Σ∆
quantizations are listed below:
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n xn PCM’s qn Σ∆’s qn un
0 - - - 0
1 1/2 1 1 -1/2
2 1/4 1 -1 3/4
3 -1/8 -1 1 -5/8
For the first quantization, we have agreement between the two methods, but
the fact we have an overestimation is captured by the negativity of u1. u1 in turn
results in the next iteration of Σ∆ being an underestimate rather than PCM’s
overestimate. This underestimate results in a positive u2 and an overestimation,
in contrast to Σ∆’s underestimate.
Notice that this discrepancy was only possible by decreasing the size of xn.
This could not be done in perpetuity, since it would require an indefinitely precise
digitization.
So PCM and Σ∆ may differ radically, but in what situations is this useful?
When our frame has high redundancy.









and the quantization alphabet t´1, 0, 1u. The resulting estimates by the two
methods are
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n xn PCM’s qn Σ∆’s qn
1 0.5514 1 1
2 0.5739 1 0
3 0.3772 0 1
4 0.0364 0 0
5 -0.3183 0 -1
6 -0.5514 -1 0
7 -0.5739 -1 -1
8 -0.3372 0 0
9 -0.0364 0 0
10 0.3183 0 0
The difference in the L2 norms to txnu is 0.1731 and 0.0435, clearly in favor
of the Σ∆ estimate.
But this method is actually a hindrance when we have a low redundancy
frame such as an orthogonal basis.
Example 7.8. Let us estimate the randomly generated vector x whose entries
are between zero and ten with an integral quantizer. The two schemes are
presented below.
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n xn PCM’s qn Σ∆’s qn
1 4.5054 5 5
2 0.8382 1 0
3 2.2898 2 3
4 9.1334 9 9
5 1.5238 2 1
6 8.2582 8 9
7 5.3834 5 5
8 9.9613 10 10
9 0.7818 1 1
10 4.4268 4 4
The difference in the L2 norms to txnu is 1.0219 and 1.6347 in favor of
PCM. The ancillary term in Σ∆ resulted in an unnecessary bias in various
quantizations, such as in steps two, three, five and six.
This example demonstrates that the positivity or negativity will tend to bias
us towards or against an under or overestimation, but it does not demonstrate
why we want this. In fact, Σ∆ is at a disadvantage compared to PCM when our
frame is a basis. The advantage only comes forward when we have redundancy.
7.5 Basic Error Estimates
Before we take our first error estimates, we will need to use the correct rep-









´1en, xn “ xx, eny.
Definition 7.9. Let F “ tenunn“1 be a finite frame for Rd and let p be a








Variation may roughly be interpreted as the amount of oscillation between
the elements. Our first estimate will be done using tS´1enu as our alphabet.
Theorem 7.10. Given the finite, normalized frame for Rd, F “ tenunn“1, per-
mutation p, |u0| ă δ{2, and x P Rd such that ||x|| ď pK ´ 1{2qδ, the approxi-
mation error ||x´ x̃|| satisfies
||x´ x̃|| ď ||S´1||oppσpF, pq
δ
2
` |uN | ` |u0|q.
Proof. We have that
















peppnq ´ eppn`1qq ` uNS
´1eppNq ´ u0S
´1epp1q.







||S´1||op ď ||eppnq ´ eppn`1q|| ` |uN | ||S
´1






` |u0| ` |uN |q.
We can further refine this estimate by considering the case of a tight frame
of frame bound N{d and realizing the bounds on our ancillary sequence, the
um. This results in ||S´1||op “ || dN I||op “ d{N and ||un|| ă
δ
2





pσpF, pq ` 2q.
We can yet further refine our estimate by setting u0 to 0 and imposing the
zero sum condition on our frame, such as when roots of unity are used.
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Theorem 7.11. Given the Σ∆ scheme, a normalized tight frame of frame
bound with zero sum condition N{d, F “ tenuNn“1, a permutation p of N ele-









σpF, pq, if N even
δd
2N
pσpF, pq ` 1q, if N odd.
























Since each qn is an odd integer multiple of δ{2 , the above demands that uN
is also. An odd sum of odd multiples is an odd multiple and an even sum of
odd multiples is even. This combined with the bound |uN | ď δ{2 demands
|uN | “ δ{2 when we have an odd frame and uN “ 0 when we have an even
frame. This in conjunction with our approximation bound from theorem 7.10
gives the desired result.
7.6 Families of Frames of Bound Variation
Looking at the bound obtained in theorem 7.11, one obvious way to decrease
our error is to decrease δ and thereby have a higher resolution quantization
alphabet. The major flaw in this approach is that in applications, such as
Analog-to-Digital conversion, such increased accuracy is quite costly and thus
infeasible.
The next obvious way is to increase N which is to say increase the redun-
dancy of our frame. The major issue that that brings up is that this may
increase our frame variation and thus undermine any gains from redundancy.
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Thus, we must find families of frames of uniformly bounded variation. A clear
candidate is the roots of unity.
Example 7.12. For N ě 3, define RN “ teNn uNn“1 be the Nth roots of unity in
Rd. Note that this family satisfies the zero sum condition. Since the distance
between any two adjacent roots is less than their angle apart, ||en ´ en`1|| ď
2π{N and thereby
σpF, pq ď 2π.









2π if N even
δ
N
p2π ` 1q if N odd.
The most natural generalization of this example to n-dimensions is the har-
monic frames.
Example 7.13. The harmonic frame HdN “ ejN´1j“0 is defined differently for the








































































































































Taken together, this inequalities yield
























` 1s if N odd.
The significance of the order provided by our permutation has so far been
unexplained; the order is central to the way in which Σ∆ estimates utilize
redundancy.
Suppose we have a heavily redundant frame such as
tpcosp2πn{Nq, sinp2πn{NqquNn“1.
Each element will differ only slightly to the elements in adjacent indices. Recall
that Σ∆ quantization using its ancillary sequence keeps a record of its total
over or underestimation and that this will thereby bias the next estimation
towards under or overestimation, respectively. This means that we will tend
to overestimate coefficients for elements when we have recently been taking
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underestimates and vice versa. When we apply this to our frame with the
identity permutation, this translates into tending to draw overestimates on
elements when we have drawn underestimates on similar elements. The hope
is that these contrary over and under estimates on similar elements will cancel
out and that an ordering with minimal discrepancy uses Σ∆ to the greatest
advantage.
Note that if one wanted to use the Σ∆ to the greatest disadvantage, one
method would be to maximize discrepancy, or equivalently, have the nearest
element to the negative of the former follow it in the sequence, such as in
tpcosp2πn{N ` πp1´ p´1qnqq, sinp2πn{N ` πp1´ p´1qnqqquNn“1
where N is odd.
7.7 Refined Estimate
Numerical simulations suggest that our lower bound can be improved signifi-
cantly for the even case.
Let tFn “ {eNn {
N
n“1u be a family of normalized tight frames for Rd, with
txNn u
N
n“1 the corresponding sequence of frame coefficients with respect to Fn
Let tqNn uNn“1 be the quantization obtained from the Σ∆ scheme and tuNn uNn“1






























































Definition 7.14. Let f P BΩ and let tzjun
˚
j“1 be the finite set of zeros of f 1
contained in r0, 1s. We say that f PMΩ if f 1 P L8, and if
f2pzjq ‰ 0 for all 1 ď j ď n˚.






































































Theorem 7.16. Suppose x P Rd satisfies ||x|| ď pK´1{2qδ, and txnuNn“1 be the
frame coefficients with respect to FN . If, for some Ω ą 0, there exists h P MΩ
such that
xNn “ hpn{Nq for all N , 1 ď n ď N,
and if N is sufficiently large, then














The implicit constants are independent of N and δ, but they do depend on x
and hence h. The value of what constitutes a sufficiently large N depends on δ.
Proof. Define ũNn “ uNn {δ. Using Koksma’s inequality, one has































ď jδV arpxqDiscptũNn u
j
n“1q.

































We know from [9],
@N, D analytic XN P BΩ such that uNn “ XNpnq modulo r´δ{2, δ{2s
and








n“1 be the set of all zeros of h in [0,1], and let 0 ă α ă 1 be a fixed
constant to be specified later. Define the intervals Ij and Jj by










J0 “ r1, Nz1 ´N
α
s and Jn˚ “ rNzn˚ `Nα, N s.
Note that for large enough N, the union of these Ij and Jj is r1, N s.





















Notice that since h belongs to L8,






































































































Set α “ 3{4 and K “ N1{4. By our earlier bound on DNj , if N is sufficiently








































` δN3{4 logN À δN3{4 logN.
Our result is reached when this is used on our initial identity of x´ x̃N :
Corollary 7.17. Let tFNu8N“d be a family of normalized tight frames for Rd,
for which each FN “ teNn uNn“1 satisfies the zero sum condition. Let x P Rd
satisfy ||x|| ď pK´1{2qδ, let txNn uNn“1 be the frame coefficients of x with respect
to FN , and suppose there exists h PMΩ,Ω ą 0, such that
@N and 1 ď n ď N, xNn “ hpn{Nq.









for all N , for all 1 ď n ď N
and set uN0 “ 0 in the following Σ∆ estimate. If N is even and sufficiently
large, we have




If N is odd and sufficiently large, we have
δ
N
À ||x´ x̃N || À
δd
2N
pσpFN , pNq ` 1q.
The implicit constants are independent of δ and N , but do depend on x and
hence h.















































By theorem 7.11, the above fact gives us our bound.
7.8 Güntürk’s Approximating a bandlimited function us-
ing very coarsely quantized data
The basic means by which we draw an approximation on a given π-bandlimited
function xptq is by first sampling our function with



















This results in our defining our estimate on x as
x̃λ “ Tλ,φQSλ.
Since φ is defined to be Schwartz, we have a uniform bound on the average
of its shifts, for all λ ą λ0. This and the fact that the difference between
Spxq ´ QδSpxq is bounded in L8 by δ gives convergence of x̃ to x in L8 as
δ Ñ 0.
Of course, this convergence relies in costly quantizations, so again we turn
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to Σ∆. Defining un and qn as before with our quantizer, Q “ Heavisidept´1q.





Given various empirical estimates, Σ∆ is hoped to have the decay rate of λ´3{2.
[9] makes progress towards this goal with
Theorem 7.18. For all ε ą 0, there exists a family tφλuλą1 of reconstruction
kernels such that for all pi-bandlimited functions x with range in r0, 1s, and for
all t for which x1ptq ‰ 0,
|xptq ´ x̃λptq| !ε,x1ptq λ
´4{3`ε.
We use the following results in order to attain this bound.
Lemma 7.19. There exist two absolute constants C1, C2 ą 0 such that for all
t at which x1ptq ‰ 0, and for all intervals I and numbers λ satisfying I Ă
r´C1|x
1ptq|, C1|x
1ptq|s, and λ ą maxp|I|´1, C2|x1ptq|´1q, one has











Proposition 7.20. For each λ ą 1, there exists an analytic function Xλ such
that
uλn “ Xλpnq(mod 1)
and




Corollary 7.21. There exists two absolute constants C1, C2 ą 0 such that for
all t at which x1ptq ‰ 0, and for all τ and λ satisfying | τ
λ















The former theorem can be improved significantly for constant functions in
the following.





7.9 Yilmaz’s Stability analysis for several second-order
Σ∆ methods of coarse quantizaion of by bandlimited
functions
Let 0 ă β ă 1, f as before, and define the first order finite (leaky) memory
scheme as follows:





qλn “ signpβun´1 ` f
λ
n q.
This is equivalent to the previous Σ∆ scheme when β “ 1, but when we
have β ă 1, the memory of the previous over and underestimations is lost.
This could be interpreted as a recognition that later elements of the frame
are related to previous elements of the frame but not perfectly. Thus although
it may be useful to compensate for an earlier over or underestimation by bias-
ing the next estimate to the opposite tendency, the dissimilarity of the frame
elements makes the bias less relevant. Reducing the bias by a multiplication of
β reflects this fact in the new procedure.









, if |ξ| ď Ω
0, if |ξ| ě λΩ.
Theorem 7.23. Let f P L2pRq be bandlimited with suppf̂ Ă r´π, πs and
||f ||L8 ď 1. Let g be a function satisfying the above with Ω “ π. Let the
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leakage factor be β “ e´
c
λ . Assume that the sequence pvnq generated by our
finite memory scheme is bounded. Then if pqλnq is the output of the first-order
leaky Σ∆-quantizer given above, then










The second order finite memory scheme is defined as





vn “ βvn´1 ` un
qλn “ signpF pβun´1, βvn´1qq.
Theorem 7.24. Let f, g and β be as in Theorem 7.11. Assume that pvnq,
generated by the above scheme is bounded. Then if pqλnq is the output of the
second-order leaky Σ∆-quantizer given above, then













We define the tri-level finite memory second-order Σ∆-quantizer as we did
the finite memory scheme above except for the last line which we make
qλn “ mpηF pβun´1, βvn´1qq.
where η ą 0 is fixed, and F and η are chosen in such a manner that the
sequences u and v stay bounded.
Proposition 7.25. Consider the tri-level finite memory second-order Σ∆-quantizer
with F pu, vq “ u` γv. Let the input sequence pxnq be identically equal zero for
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Then, qn “ 0 for all n ě N .







Sδnl pun´1, vn´1q “ pun´1 ´ δn, un´1 ` vn´1 ´ δnq, if qn “ 1
Sδnl pun´1, vn´1q “ pun´1 ` δn, un´1 ` vn´1 ` δnq, if qn “ ´1
qn “ signpF pun´1, vn´1qq,
which may be alternatively written as












































´ C, if u ă 0.
Define
R1 “ pu, vq : v ď B1puq, v ě B2puq, v ě lpuq,
R2 “ pu, vq : v ď B1puq, v ě B2puq, v ď lpuq and
R “ R1 YR2.
Theorem 7.26. Let P1 “ pu1, v1q be the intersection point of the line L, defined
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by F pu, vq “ u` γv “ 0, and ΓB1, i.e. P1 “ pLX ΓB1qă. Suppose
u0 ` δ` ď u1 ď ´δ`.
Then, Sδl pR1q Ď R, for any δ P rδ´, δ`s.











r2Cp1´ a2qs1{2 ` 2αC





C ´ p1` αq
1` α
.
Theorem 7.27. Let S be the mapping defined above with the rule F pu, vq “
u ` γv. Suppose C and γ satisfy the conditions just stated for some α ă 1.
Then, the set R is positively invariant under Sp¨, c9,δq for any δ P r1´α, 1`αs.
Equivalently, Spu, v, δq P R for any pu, vq P R and δ P r1´ α, 1` αs.
Corollary 7.28. Let pxnq be an arbitrary sequence such that |xn| ď α ă 1.
Suppose pu0, v0q P R and pun, vnq are obtained via the standard second order
scheme with F pu, vq “ u`γv. If C and γ satisfy the above conditions, pun, vnq P
R for all n; thus |vn| ă C for all n.
Theorem 7.29. Let F pu, vq “ u ` γv be a given quantization rule with γ
satisfying the above conditions with strict inequalities for some C ą 21`α
1´α
. Let
u0 be such that δ`´δ ď B1pu´δq´B1pu´δ`q and let pu1, v1q be the intersection
of L with ΓB1, as in theorem 7.18. Take ε such that
|ε| ă mintu1pα, γ, Cq ´ u0pα,Cq ´ p1` αq;´u1pα, γ, Cq ´ p1` αqu,
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with






















Then, the second-order Σ∆-scheme with the quantization rule F εpu, vq “ u `
γv ` ε is stable with the positively invariant set R.
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